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1. Introduction

Design and development of geospatial applications, such as interactive
maps and mobile navigation applications, has been, to a large extent,
carried out by such technical disciplines as surveying, cartography and
geoinformatics software engineering. Advances in geospatial representation have been achieved through the progress in underlying tools and
technologies as well as through the experience of geospatial professionals who have been able to improve geospatial applications with their
advanced theoretical and practical insight (see, e.g. Imhof, 1965/1982;
Bertin, 1967/1983). Cartography is a good example of this kind of discipline in which techno-experimental development over centuries has taken
place and for which the advances in surveying, printing and information
technologies have served as strong developmental impulses. In addition,
personal experience and artistic skills of cartographers have had a large
impact on the development of cartography as well. This kind of expertdriven development has led maps and, later, modern geospatial applications to become relatively complex expert tools that many users find
difficult to use.
Navigation in the real environment is one of the core application fields
of geospatial applications that provide necessary spatial knowledge of
the environment for exploring a region and to define, plan and eventually conduct a navigation task from one place to another (for navigation,
see Montello, 2005). Such geospatial applications as maps and navigators contribute particularly to the wayfinding component of navigation
(for wayfinding, see Golledge, 1999) by providing spatial knowledge in a
condensed way for carrying out continuous orientation and path selection tasks while navigating. The collection, selection and presentation of
geographical features in these geospatial applications is a major multidimensional design problem which affects the usefulness of geospatial applications in true wayfinding situations.
The present dissertation considers the research on spatial cognition of
the users as a basis for improving the usability in geospatial applications
for wayfinding, which has been previously mainly addressed by usability
research (see, e.g. Stigmar, 2010; Nivala, 2007). The research of spatial
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cognition can provide a justified scientific foundation for guiding the development of user-friendly geospatial applications employing a variety of
methods developed for understanding human spatial thinking. The same
research can develop basic understanding about the characteristics, needs
and requirements of the users.

1.1

Core concepts

The present dissertation rests upon the core concepts that are briefly introduced below and more thoroughly described in the subsequent chapters
and sections referred to.
Spatial cognition refers to perception, thinking and memory of spatial
ascepts of the world in relation to location, size, orientation and relationships of objects and events in space (Montello, 2001). This dissertation
considers spatial cognition in humans in relation to the cerebral functions
that make up spatial conception.
Spatial knowledge is information about the recognition of features and
places together with their patterns consisting of connectedness, distances
and directions between them (Ishikawa and Montello, 2006). Human spatial knowledge is gathered in the internal spatial representations stored
in memory and technically compiled into external spatial representations,
such as written route instructions or maps. The concept is further described in Section 2.2.
Navigation in this context means planning and execution of movements
through the environment in a coordinated and goal-oriented manner
(Montello, 2005). Navigation consists of components of concrete locomotion and conceptual wayfinding. The concept is further described in Section 2.1.
Wayfinding is a component of navigation that consists of determination of routes between origins and destinations and following those routes
(Golledge, 1999; Montello, 2005). Wayfinding includes, for example, choosing routes, directing movement according to landmarks and taking shortcuts The concept is further described in Section 2.1.
Landmark is a prominent feature of physical environment that is used
as a point of reference in spatial thinking. The concept of landmark can
be defined in many ways (Presson and Montello, 1988): for example, as
any reference point (e.g. Lynch, 1960) or as a particularly prominent reference point (e.g. Sadalla, Burroughs and Staplin, 1980). The present
dissertation applies the latter definition. The concept is further described
in Section 2.2.2.
Ontology is an ensemble of concepts and their relationships (Guarino,
1998; Smith, 2004). In this dissertation, particularly application ontologies that concern specific conditions of domain and task are considered
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(Kavouras and Kokla, 2007). The concept is further described in Section
2.2.4.
Geospatial application is a tool or service that provides spatial information for the user in a processed form in order to facilitate spatial tasks. Examples of geospatial applications include written route instructions, maps
for different purposes and location-based services (LBS) such as navigators for route guidance or spatial alarms for interesting places nearby.
Geospatial image (abbr. geo-image) is a pictorial representation of spatial knowledge. This dissertation considers external, static geo-images of
real environments, such as maps, aerial images or three-dimensional (3D)
renderings. The concept is further described in Section 1.2.2.
Three-dimensional map (3D map) is a cartographic, generalised geoimage that is rendered using 3D models of the represented region and
specified symbols for geographical features.
Eye tracking is the study of eye movements for discovering characteristics of the viewer as well as the object of viewing (Holmqvist and Nyström,
2011). Eye tracking is employed in various technical, usability and medical disciplines using particular eye-tracker hardware and software.

1.2

Background and motivation

Research of spatial cognition has developed from the early psychological study of researchers’ subjective observations of behavioural phenomena and ways of thinking (e.g. Binet, 1894; Trowbridge, 1913) via the
development of experimental methods using animals (e.g. Tolman, 1948)
up to the versatile behavioural studies (Newcombe, 1985) and modern
brain imaging research (e.g. Janzen and van Turennout, 2004; Wegman
and Janzen, 2011). Experimental wayfinding studies with pedestrians
have investigated human cognitive processes of preparing and performing route traversals by considering the varying involved scales (Montello,
1993), goals (Allen, 1999), environments (Brosset, Claramunt and Saux,
2008) and human individual characteristics (e.g. Hegarty, Richardson,
Montello, Lovelace and Subbiah, 2002; Ishikawa and Montello, 2006) as
well as technical aids for both the acquisition of spatial knowledge (e.g.
Waller, Hunt and Knapp, 1998) and technical aids for navigation (e.g.
Oulasvirta, Estlander and Nurminen, 2009). These studies have been
typically conducted in built urban environments in daytime, which motivated the empirical research conducted for this dissertation to focus on
nature as environment and to consider the varying vegetation, lighting
and other conditions due to seasons and times of day.
Landmark knowledge is a core element of human spatial knowledge,
making it possible for a person to recognise places and locations, plan
and follow routes and understand the structure and organisation of the
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environment (Siegel and White, 1975; Ishikawa and Montello, 2006).
Landmarks are perceptually salient physical features in the environment (Presson and Montello, 1988), and people use them extensively
in wayfinding to know where direction changes should be taken on a
route (e.g. Denis, 1997) and to confirm that the direction taken is correct (e.g. Lovelace, Hegarty and Montello, 1999). Enriching automatic
route instructions with landmarks has been confirmed to be beneficial
for wayfinding performance (e.g. Ross, May and Thompson, 2004; Rehrl,
Häusler and Leitinger, 2010) but the selection of optimal landmarks for
instructions is often difficult. First and foremost, landmarks to guide
wayfinding should be easy to perceive along the route. This motivates
the research in this dissertation: identifying those landmarks that people
readily perceive during route traversal in nature guides for presenting
useful landmarks in automatic route instructions and other geospatial
applications, including geospatial images.

1.2.1

Wayfinding in nature

Nature is a common environment for recreational activities that include
considerable wayfinding activities, such as hiking, berry picking and skiing. These kinds of nature activities have lately gained popularity in
many countries; for example, admissions of Finnish national parks have
been steadily increasing (Metsähallitus, 2014). Nature also plays a particular role for societal activities that need to access any environment at any
time. These include rescue services, police and army (see, e.g. Weitzman,
1977).
Nature sets particular challenges for wayfinding, due to the continuousness and similarity of features usable as landmarks. For instance,
elevation and vegetation in a forest may change so gradually that the
change is not perceptible in the surrounding space, and even point-like
landmarks, such as boulders, may resemble each other to the extent that
a wayfinder may be unable to distinguish between them. Moreover, nature is a temporally highly changing environment where vegetation may
differ significantly between separate moments of time: a familiar environment in summer may convert to an unfamiliar one in winter, and passing
of time may make a previously open area an impassable thicket. Natural
changes of lighting also affect wayfinding in nature. For example, many
landmarks are invisible in the darkness at night. Viewing aids such as
headlights and night goggles can provide wayfinders some improvement
of visibility but the nightly vistas remain restricted also with these devices (see Kumagai and Tack, 2005).
For the above reasons, technical wayfinding aids play an important role
for navigation in nature. Traditionally, topographic maps have served
for the most useful spatial knowledge of nature, and, lately, mobile ap-
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plications that employ these pictorial aids together with the positioning
services of mobile devices have been developed (see Kettunen, 2008; Kovanen, Sarjakoski and Sarjakoski, 2009). However, we are still waiting
for satisfying landmark-based navigation applications for use in nature.
Such navigators are still unavailable even for vehicle use in urban environments, for which the developments in consumer navigation technology
have typically occurred first.
Types of landmarks used for spatial thinking have been widely studied in urban environments (e.g. Lynch, 1960; Daniel and Denis, 1998;
May, Ross, Bayer and Tarkiainen, 2003; Elias, Paelke and Chaouali,
2009), but landmarks in nature have caught only casual and quite restricted scientific attention (e.g. Cohen, Baldwin and Sherman, 1978;
Pick, Heinrichs, Montello, Smith, Sullivan and Thompson, 1995; Brosset
et al., 2008). In particular, experimental studies in which data is collected
while traversing a route have been missing (Rehrl, Leitinger, Gartner
and Ortag, 2009). The present dissertation aims at constructing rather a
complete application ontology of nature landmarks based on traversals in
real wayfinding environments in order to provide initial requirements for
building a landmark-based navigator for hiking in nature. The navigator
should be able to adapt according to the changing conditions in nature
(for adaptation, see Sarjakoski and Sarjakoski, 2008; Sarjakoski and Sarjakoski, 2007). For example, the navigator could display the most characteristic landmarks of the season. Therefore, quite extreme conditions of
nature, namely winter and night, are also addressed in the studies for the
dissertation.

1.2.2

Geospatial images for wayfinding

In the present dissertation, the term geospatial images (abbr. geo-images)
is used for referring to all kinds of external, static and pictorial representations of spatial knowledge, such as maps, aerial images and threedimensional (3D) renderings of real physical environments. Geo-images
are often the first source of wayfinding information for people planning to
encounter unfamiliar environments, which makes their impact on the success of wayfinding significant. The variety and supply of different kinds
of geo-images with comprehensive coverage available for wayfinding purposes has considerably increased during the last few decades. For instance, oblique aerial images and street views are currently openly accessible in the internet for large areas for anyone to plan a wayfinding route
and learn the essential landmarks along the route.
A large number of experimental studies have been carried out in cartographic, geoinformatic and psychological disciplines in order to study
the acquisition of spatial knowledge from geo-images for wayfinding (e.g.
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982; Montello, Sullivan and Pick, 1994;
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Oulasvirta et al., 2009). However, most of these studies consider only
one or two types of geo-images, and comprehensive overviews of the elements of wayfinding support in geo-images have been missing, although
at least the choices of vantage point (e.g. Fontaine, 2001; Münzer, Zimmer
and Baus, 2012) and degree of realism (e.g. Christou and Bülthoff, 2000;
Meijer, Geudeke and van den Broek, 2009) have been shown to have effects on wayfinding performance. In addition, the most recent types of
digital geo-images like oblique aerial images and street views have not
been sufficiently addressed to verify their performance in the transfer of
spatial knowledge.
Elevations of the ground and vertical dimensions of objects in the environment have considerable influence on the human perception and conception of the environment and, consequently, on the cognitive processes
of wayfinding. Therefore, elevations and vertical dimension play a central
role in geo-images targeted at wayfinding (e.g. Pick et al., 1995; Montello
et al., 1994), and numerous methods have been developed in order to allow for a useful internal representation of vertical features in the user’s
mind, both for two-dimensional (2D) maps (e.g. Imhof, 1965/1982) and 3D
renderings (e.g. Jenny and Patterson, 2007). Visualisation of elevation on
2D maps is particularly challenging because of the omnipresence of elevation in the environment—a map reader should be able to find out the
elevation for each point on a map, and the other features should also be
readably represented on the very same map.
The above facts give motivation for the present dissertation to construct an evaluation framework for assessing the wayfinding support of
geo-images and to conduct an initial evaluation of some common types
of geo-images. Visualisation of elevation and vertical objects is of major
interest, which is why an experimental combination of elevation visualisations employing oblique parallel projection is also experimented with
and a derivative of the resulting 3D map subsumed to an eye-tracking
evaluation in comparison with more common 2D visualisations of elevation.

1.3

Objectives of the research and research questions

In order to make geospatial wayfinding applications easier to use and to
decrease the users’ cognitive load while using these applications, the studies presented in the dissertation aim at providing design recommendations based on the understanding of the users’ spatial cognition. This aim
is addressed with two objectives that take the perspectives of the internal
and external geospatial representations. The objectives, presented in the
following paragraphs, are addressed side by side, throughout the disser-
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Table 1.1. Objectives (OBJ) and research questions (1–7) of the studies presented in the
dissertation. (respective publications in parentheses). The research questions
are referred to in the text by their numerals
NATURE TRAIL STUDIES

GEO-IMAGE STUDIES

(internal representations)

(external representations)

OBJ: Identification of landmarks that are per-

OBJ: Analysis of the wayfinding support in

ceived and recalled in nature

different kinds of geo-images

1. How important a role do landmarks play in per-

5. What kinds of composition in geospatial

ception of routes in nature? (Publ. III, IV)
2. What kinds of landmarks do people perceive
while walking along a route in nature and how
frequently? (Publ. I–IV)
3. Using what kinds of landmarks do people conceptualise a route in nature after traversal?
(Publ. I, II)
4. How do changes in season and time of day

images particularly support wayfinding?
(Publ. V)
6. How important are vertical and elevation
information in geospatial images for
wayfinding? (Publ. V–VII)
7. What kinds of elevation visualisations do
people most readily interpret on maps?
(Publ. VI, VII)

affect the perception and recall of landmarks
along a route in nature? (Publ. I–IV)

tation, in conjunction with the studies with which they were investigated
(see also Table 1.1).

Identification of landmarks that are perceived and recalled in nature
The nature trail studies in this dissertation address people’s internal representations from direct experience with the environment that is the most
basic and the most detailed source of spatial knowledge. Perception of the
environment turns into internal spatial representations of the surroundings and into knowledge of landmarks to be used for wayfinding through
recall. In order to know what landmarks to use in geospatial wayfinding
applications for guiding the user, the perception and recall of landmarks
must be understood.
Previous research on wayfinding and landmarks has concentrated on
urban environments, and the particularities of wayfinding in nature remain weakly studied. Obviously, supportive landmarks for wayfinding in
nature differ considerably from those in urban surroundings. In nature,
wayfinding aids, such as maps and navigators, often play an important
role. Therefore, nature is addressed in this dissertation.
The following research questions (RQs) are considered under this objective:
1. How important a role do landmarks play in route perception in nature?
(Publ. III, IV);
2. What kinds of landmarks do people perceive while walking along a
route in nature and how frequently? (Publ. I–IV);
3. Using what kinds of landmarks do people conceptualise a route in nature after traversal? (Publ. I, II); and
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4. How do changes in season and time of day affect the perception and
recall of landmarks along a route in nature? (Publ. I–IV)

Analysis of the support for wayfinding in different kinds of geospatial
images
The geo-image studies in this dissertation address external geospatial representations in the form of geospatial images that provide prepared spatial knowledge for people in a generalised and condensed manner and can
thus lead to more comprehensive internal representations of spatial environment than direct experience. Therefore, geo-images often serve as
initial wayfinding aids when entering unfamiliar environments and are
important for becoming acquainted with an environment. Recent technological development has lead to an increased availability of several kinds
of geo-images in which the different compositions of image parameters
support wayfinding differently. However, these differences in wayfinding
support have been only casually evaluated in the literature and, therefore,
they are addressed in this dissertation.
The following research questions (RQs) are considered under this objective:
5. What kinds of compositions in geospatial images particularly support
wayfinding? (Publ. V);
6. How important are vertical and elevation information in geospatial images for wayfinding? (Publ. V–VII); and
7. What kinds of elevation visualisations do people most readily interpret
on maps? (Publ. VI, VII)

1.4

Application of methods

In addition to the above research objectives (Sect. 1.3), the dissertation
concerns the application of some methods of spatial cognition research
as presented in the following paragraphs. These issues are not covered
comprehensively here but they are described and discussed beside the
principal research questions in order to show up the discovered challenges
and achieved solutions in the use of the methods.

Think-aloud assignments
Thinking aloud is an efficient method for accessing thoughts of people performing experimental tasks. However, the method is very sensitive to the
given assignments (Ericsson and Simon, 1998; Boren and Ramey, 2000).
During the nature trail studies of this dissertation, attention was drawn
to the effects of the assignments on the participants’ task performance.
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For example, a description of a route at a general level may differ considerably from the description given with the aim to truly guide another
person to a destination. In the presented studies, just these kinds of assignments were used and also one that asked the participants to describe
the route in order to remember it for another traversal on his or her own.
Results gained with the different assignments were observed and the effects are discussed.

Natural language processing of think-aloud data
Analysis of thinking-aloud data in empirical studies is a laborious task
that is often based on the manual classification of the thinking-aloud
transcripts (e.g. Patel and Groen, 1986; Chi, Slotta and Leeuw, 1994;
Denis, 1997). Manual classification suffers from the difficulty of defining unambiguous classes that could be reliably used across studies with
different conditions, partly because the classification depends on subjective work and partly because varying conditions in separate studies may
make the classification difficult to apply. In order to gain quantitative
and unambiguous results from the nature trail studies presented in this
dissertation, an analysis method was developed based on general natural
language processing (NLP) methods for counting words and word groups
in texts (Manning and Schütze, 1999). Observations on the use of this
method are presented and discussed.

Sketch map analysis using landmark counting
Sketch maps have been a common tool for analysing people’s internal spatial representations (Lynch, 1960; Newcombe, 1985; Tversky, 2002), but
the semantic analysis of these has, to a large extent, remained qualitative or only roughly quantitative without much concentration on the typology of drawn features (e.g. Ishikawa and Montello, 2006; Brunyé and
Taylor, 2008). The quantitativeness is addressed in this dissertation with
landmark counts according to the thinking-aloud analysis, which provides
well-defined knowledge on the drawn landmark groups and on their relation to the corresponding think-aloud protocols.

Formalisation of empirical results on landmarks
An important aim of this dissertation is to find connections between the
research on spatial cognition and on geoinformatic engineering. Explicitly, this aim can be described as an effort to formalise empirically acquired knowledge on the perception and recall of landmarks in order to
apply them in geospatial applications. The dissertation presents an exemplified solution for reaching this goal by using of a formalised ontology
and thus shows a possible way to proceed from basic empirical knowledge
to applied engineering.
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Evaluation of the wayfinding support in geo-images
Wayfinding is a much-studied topic in the spatial cognition research and
so are different kinds of geospatial images in the geoinformatic and cartographic research. However, these topics have been rarely studied together. The present dissertation considers them jointly and evaluates
geospatial images in the light of knowledge about wayfinding gained from
the spatial cognition research. From the methodological point of view, criteria are developed that accord with the current understanding and lead
to justified evaluations.

1.5

Hypotheses of the research

Most of the research questions of the study are of explorative nature
(Sect. 1.3), and specific a priori hypotheses could not be set because they
could have unintentionally affected the results of the research. However,
two specific hypotheses can be formed with regard to the respective research questions 1 and 6:
1. Landmarks play a central role in the perception of routes in nature;
and
6. Vertical and elevation information in geospatial images make an essential reference for wayfinding.

1.6

Scope of the research

The present dissertation, concentrating on specific cases, considers the
general aim of exploiting the results of spatial cognition research in the
development of geospatial applications. The obtained results can thus
be seen as examples of how cognitive science research on spatial cognition can serve the geoinformatic and cartographic disciplines. The results
can also be useful as initial results that guide further research aiming to
higher level of generalisability. Strictly taken, the studies are restricted
to cover the following cases:
Nature trail studies cover pedestrian route traversal in nature along
footpaths. They must be primarily considered representative of the
environments in the studies, that is, of Nordic-like forest environments. The detailed results on landmarks only reflect the studied
routes. Nevertheless, similar results can be expected in other kinds
of environments in nature; and
Geo-image studies cover static geospatial images of environmental
scale. In order to focus the studies, dynamic and interactive geospa-
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tial images are not considered, nor are figural, vista or geographical
scales (Ittelson, 1973; Montello, 1993).

1.7

Contributions of the dissertation

The present dissertation contributes in a multidisciplinary manner to the
research carried out in the disciplines of spatial cognition, geoinformatics and cartography. The nature trail studies (Pubs. I–IV) contribute to
the research of the spatial cognition by providing detailed quantitative
knowledge of human environmental perception and recall of landmarks
in wayfinding tasks in changing nature conditions. From the point of
view of geoinformatics and cartography, the nature trail studies provide
a user-friendly and adaptable set of landmarks for nature trail guidance
and introduce an applicable process for building such landmark ontologies
based on empirical evidence from real route perception.
Geo-image studies (Publ. V–VII) contribute to the spatial cognition research by reviewing and summarising the extensive research on wayfinding support of geo-images in an evaluation framework while itemising factors that affect the acquisition of spatial knowledge and wayfinding performance. In addition, they contribute, in this respect, by evaluating the
usefulness of common elevation visualisations on two-dimensional maps
by using eye tracking. Also geoinformatic and cartographic disciplines
benefit of the achieved synthesised knowledge that may aid in choosing
appropriately designed geo-images for different geospatial applications
with regard to image parameters such as vantage point and degree of
realism and in relation to the method of visualising elevation. The experimental construction of an oblique parallel view (Publ. VI) introduces
a combination of potentially useful but rarely combined viewing parameters for visualising elevation. The inclusion of this kind of view in the eyetracking evaluation provides initial understanding of the design choices
used (Publ. VII).
In addition to the above-mentioned contributions, the application of the
methods employed contributes to some methodological issues of the spatial cognition research, as described in Section 1.4.
The listed contributions above are original as for the publication date of
the respective publications and present previously unpublished aspects of
and views on the studied topics.

1.8

Structure of the dissertation

The present dissertation consists of an overview (Chapters 1–6) and seven
original peer-reviewed publications (Pubs. I–VII).
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Chapter 1 has described the background, motivation and research environment for the present dissertation while highlighting some central
concepts, specified the objectives of the research and research questions
in relation to the respective studies, described application of methods and
the scope of the research and presented the contribution of dissertation
to the considered disciplines. Chapter 2 reviews literature on which the
dissertation is based on and elaborates further. Chapter 3 introduces the
employed experimental and theoretical methods and Chapter 4 presents
the discovered results. Chapter 5 discusses the results while reflecting
on previous studies and considers the limitations of the present research
together with estimations of its significance and future views. Chapter 6
finally summarises the dissertation.
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2. Literature review

This chapter reviews literature relevant for the present dissertation. In
the first two sections (Sects. 2.1, 2.2), theoretical background for human
wayfinding and spatial knowledge are addressed together with some historical notes on the development of the research of spatial cognition. The
remaining sections (Sects. 2.3–2.5) provide a view on previous experimental studies on the acquisition as well as internal and external representations of spatial knowledge. Environmental and cartographic sources of
information as well as the various methods for studying the spatial knowledge are considered. The present dissertation draws and develops on this
strong experimental background of spatial cognition studies.

2.1

Human wayfinding

Wayfinding is an intensely spatial task of finding a way from one place
to another. It is a human activity that spans from a simplest everyday
transition from one room to another to an once-in-a-lifetime travel around
the world (Kuipers, 1978). The term “wayfinding” was established by the
1980s in the discipline of spatial cognition (Passini, 1984). Presently, a
widely employed definition is that of Golledge’s (1999, p. 6): “Wayfinding is the process of determining and following a path or route between
an origin and a destination.” Montello (2005) defines wayfinding as the
intellectual component that comprehends planning and decision making
in navigation, the other component being the physical locomotion in the
environment.

2.1.1

Basic elements of wayfinding

Successful wayfinding is essentially dependent on the identification and
recognition of features and scenes of known places (Passini, 1984; Kelly
and McNamara, 2008). Place recognition can be based on feature cues that
are objects known by their characteristics or on geometric cues that are
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sets of objects known by their arrangement in the environment (Cheng
and Newcombe, 2005).
Place recognition allows wayfinders to locate themselves in relation to
places known to them and position themselves on the route that they are
traversing. This continuous process of self-positioning is called spatial updating (Klatzky, Loomis, Beall, Chance and Golledge, 1998) that rests not
only on place recognition but also on dead reckoning or path integration,
that is, recent movement of a body and the perceived optical flow (Gillner and Mallot, 2008; Montello, 2005; Lackner and DiZio, 2005; Hartley,
Trinkler and Burgess, 2004).
Human wayfinding processes concentrate around decision or choice
points that are nodal locations on a route allowing for changing the course
for reasons of either the physical or cognitive characteristics of the location (Golledge, 1999). At decision points, route actions, such as changing
direction or selecting a passage to follow, are typically taken.
Wayfinders’ spatial conceptions on traversed routes rely on egocentric
and allocentric frames of reference. In the egocentric frame of reference,
wayfinders maintain a representation of the traversed route principally
according to their own location and direction of movement and observe
the positions of surrounding features and scenes in relation to their own
movements (Meilinger and Vosgerau, 2010; Montello, 2005). In the allocentric frame of reference, wayfinders position surrounding features and
scenes into a fixed representation inside which they observe their movement from an external point of view (Avraamides and Kelly, 2010; Montello, 2005). According to the recent research, wayfinders apply the egocentric and allocentric frames of reference in parallel, and personal preferences together with the requirements of the performed task define which
one takes the lead (Burgess, 2006; Meilinger and Vosgerau, 2010).

2.1.2

Variable factors of wayfinding

The extreme wayfinding examples in the opening paragraph of this section illustrate that people do wayfinding at several varying scales. Categorisation of spatial scales from the cognitive perspective has developed
gradually during the history of spatial cognition research (e.g. Ittelson,
1973; Kuipers, 1978; Mandler, 1983; Gärling and Golledge, 1987), and
Montello’s (1993) system ranging from the figural scale via vista and environmental scales to the geographical scale, is presently widely applied.
Most of human wayfinding is realised in the environmental scale that contains spaces considerably larger than the human body but still apprehensible as a whole through direct experience by human locomotion. These
spaces include buildings, neighbourhoods and cities (Montello, 1993). The
scale of wayfinding influences the degree of attention to the details of the
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environment and the granularity of the employed internal spatial representation (Hirtle, Timpf and Tenbrink, 2011).
Cognitive processes of wayfinding are importantly affected by the goal
of wayfinding that is typically one of the following three: travel to a familiar destination, exploratory travel in an environment and travel to a novel
destination (Allen, 1999). The granularity of the internal spatial representation depends on the needs set by the goal: which place-recognition
cues are included and how much concentration is put on the details of the
cues (Hirtle et al., 2011).
Environmental conditions are also significant factors for the cognition in
wayfinding. Different kinds of terrain contain different kinds of cues for
place recognition, spatial updating and route actions. A typical terrain
distinction is that between urban environments and nature the configurations of which differ entirely due to very different kinds of features to
guide the wayfinding (Whitaker and Cuqlock-Knopp, 1992; Pick et al.,
1995; Brosset et al., 2008). According to people’s common experience, seasons considerably affect wayfinding due to changes in vegetation and due
to snow in winter in certain territories, and so do lighting changes between day and night and between different weathers. Weather conditions
also affect the accessibility of the terrain as well as the wayfinders’ bodily capacity. Despite the clearly-experienced effects of the environmental
conditions, wayfinding has been weakly studied experimentally with regard to these conditions, a shortcoming that is addressed in the present
dissertation.

2.2

Spatial knowledge for wayfinding

Wayfinding is crucially dependent on spatial knowledge about physical environments that is first needed for the definition of a wayfinding task and that then makes planning and traversal of routes possible
(Kuipers, 1978). Spatial knowledge consists of information about feature
and place recognition as well as patterns of features and places, together
with known distances, directions and surface areas between features and
places (Ishikawa and Montello, 2006). Spatial knowledge has been studied as such for more than a century already (early studies by, e.g. Binet, 1894; Trowbridge, 1913; Peterson, 1916) and the research has been
carried out in several research fields including psychological disciplines
of learning theory, cognitive science and neuroscience as well as natural
and technical disciplines of geography and geographic information science
(Allen, 2004). Studies of spatial knowledge have stayed in the core of spatial cognition research, and their results have given rise to fundamental
leaps in the understanding of spatial cognition. These include the formu-
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lation of the concept of cognitive map where behavioural animal studies
culminating in Tolman’s (1948) maze experiments with rats were used.
Understanding about the acquisition and storage of spatial knowledge
reached a certain degree of maturity in the 1970s when Downs and Stea
(1973, p. 8) wrote their reputed overview article about cognitive maps,
defining cognitive mapping as “a process composed of a series of psychological transformations by which an individual acquires, codes, stores, recalls, and decodes information about the relative locations and attributes
of phenomena in his everyday spatial environment”, which leads to the
formation of the cognitive map. The term “cognitive map” has later collected criticism due to it being easily wrongly associated with maps as
visual representations (e.g. Tversky, 1993). Presently, the term “internal representation of spatial knowledge” is often preferred (e.g. Golledge,
1999; Ishikawa and Montello, 2006).

2.2.1

Types of spatial knowledge

The composition of spatial knowledge was addressed soon after Downs
and Stea (1973) had published their overview article when Siegel and
White (1975) published their model of three types of spatial knowledge:
landmark knowledge, route knowledge and configuration knowledge. In
the Siegel and White’s (1975) model, each knowledge type supports the
development of the next more advanced level. This has been later criticised (Blades, 1991; Montello, 1998; Ishikawa and Montello, 2006) and
also shown not to be exactly true (Ishikawa and Montello, 2006; Buchner and Jansen-Osmann, 2008). Montello (1998) proposed a revision of
the Siegel and White’s (1975) model, according to which the acquisition
of all knowledge types begins immediately after a person’s exposure to an
unknown environment and proceeds continuously while the exploration
of the environment goes on. Nonetheless, the Siegel and White’s (1975)
knowledge types have continued to serve the spatial cognition research as
such, and they do so also in the present dissertation:
Landmark knowledge is information for identifying landmark features that Siegel and White (1975, p. 23) define as “unique configurations of perceptual events”. Landmark knowledge enables place
recognition and it is the first type of spatial knowledge that a child
becomes capable of acquiring. People maintain landmark knowledge
mainly in their visual recognition memory as it is mostly acquired
in the visual form (Siegel and White, 1975);
Route knowledge is sequential information about paths and surrounding landmarks that Siegel and White (1975, p. 24) define as “sensorimotor routines for which one has expectations about landmarks
and other decision points”. Route knowledge thus allows people to
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conduct basic wayfinding along a certain route from one place to another; and
Configuration knowledge is structured information about features
and their locations in the environment “that gives its owner an
advantage in way-finding and organizing experience” (Siegel and
White, 1975, p. 24).

It is also called survey knowledge (e.g.

Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982; Tversky, 1993). Configuration
knowledge makes the understanding of environmental patterns possible and thus enables advanced operations of spatial cognition,
such as planning shortcuts or completely new routes. Configuration knowledge accords with the concept of the cognitive map as a
versatile reservoir of spatial knowledge.

2.2.2

Landmarks as the foundation of spatial knowledge

Landmark is regarded as an atomic concept of spatial cognition also apart
from the Siegel and White’s (1975) model of the types of spatial knowledge
(see Richter and Winter, 2014). Passini (1984) showed landmark recognition to be a dominant process in wayfinding as far as enabling successful
wayfinding in a shopping mall even without actively remembering the actual landmarks. Landmark is one of the Lynch’s (1960) basic elements
for structuring an internal spatial representation of a city, and serving
as a particular external reference point for wayfinders. After Lynch, the
term “landmark” has been commonly associated with particularly salient
features in the environment, but the spatial cognition research has also
commonly applied the term for referring to all physical environmental features used in spatial thinking (e.g. Denis, 1997; Ross et al., 2004; Brosset
et al., 2008; Caduff and Timpf, 2008; Rehrl et al., 2009). These studies
have shown that physical environmental features are indeed the central
element of human spatial cognition in pedestrian route descriptions. Presson and Montello (1988) discussed the concept of landmark and presented
five possible meanings (the above included) among which the selection
should be based on the context at hand. In this dissertation, the concept
of landmark as any referred feature in the environment is adopted as it
fits well with the exploratory aim of the research to study the suitable
features to be used in the navigation guidance as defined by people’s perception.
Automatic guidance for human navigation was, for many years, focused
on car navigation using geometric instructions (e.g. “Turn right in 150
meters”), but the rapid increase in popularity of the mobile informatic devices becoming nearly omnipresent in everyday life brought pedestrian
wayfinding in the focus as well. Meanwhile, enrichment of navigation instructions with landmarks began to gain interest (e.g. Raubal and Winter, 2002; Elias, Hampe and Sester, 2005). Ross et al. (2004) showed
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landmarks beneficial for pedestrian navigation performance by comparing geometric instructions with instructions using landmark references,
as measured by turning errors on a route. Rehrl et al. (2010) found that
use of landmarks in navigation instructions eliminated errors caused by
ambiguous turning directions in geometric instructions.
Landmarks have been shown to play a particularly important role at a
route’s reorientation and decision points, where wayfinding actions mostly
happen. Denis (1997) as well as Michon and Denis (2001) found that subjects mentioned landmarks most frequently in these points when giving
route descriptions. Contrary to this, Lovelace et al. (1999) as well as May
et al. (2003) found high proportions of landmark mentions also between
decision points. Lovelace et al. (1999) suggested that landmark mentions
between decision points originated from long route segments between decision points and from the collection of data in written form. Denis (1997)
had collected his data in a spoken form.
Neuroscientific research of spatial knowledge has also proved the importance of landmarks for wayfinding at decision points of a route. Using
brain imaging, Janzen and van Turennout (2004) found that their subjects’ parahippocampal gyri particularly activated in the presence of objects at decision points of the route in a maze, which accorded with the
significantly faster recognition times for the objects at the decision points
compared to the objects at non-decision points. The results show that the
acquisition of landmark knowledge for routes particularly activated at decision points equipped with landmark objects. The parahippocampal gyri
were verified to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant landmarks
also in subsequent studies (Janzen and Weststeijn, 2007; Wegman and
Janzen, 2011) that also localised brain regions responsible for the coding
of route directions and identified neural correlates of individual differences in spatial ability.
Categorisations of landmarks based on their physical and conceptual
characteristics have been created. Physical categorisations are typical for
maps that list landmark categories exclusively in legends. For nature,
which is the foremost interest of this dissertation, topographic and orienteering maps provide comprehensive categorisations created with strong
cartographic expertise (Smith and Mark, 2001; e.g. Maanmittauslaitos—
National Land Survey of Finland, 2014; Ordnance Survey, 2012; International Orienteering Federation, 2000).
A common conceptual categorisation of landmarks is that between distant, or global, and local landmarks (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Steck and
Mallot, 2000): global landmarks are perceptible from a wide geographic
extent whereas local landmarks are available only in a small area or even
at a single decision point. Sorrows and Hirtle (1999) present another conceptual categorisation with three non-exclusive classes: visual landmarks
are easy to see and remember; cognitive landmarks are prominent due to
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their particular meaning to a person; and structural landmarks are distinguishably organised ensembles of features in the environment.
Salience is a central characteristic of landmarks for their use in wayfinding. It means the prominence of a landmark in the environment. Caduff
and Timpf (2008) suggest a general salience of a landmark to be composed of perceptual, cognitive and contextual factors, which accord with
the categorisation of landmarks by Sorrows and Hirtle (1999). Salience
is landmarks’ subjective and condition-dependent variable, for which general rules for wayfinding have been only recently searched for (Winter,
Raubal and Nothegger, 2005).

2.2.3

Measurement of human spatial knowledge

People’s spatial knowledge is stored in the spatial memory as internal spatial representations, the direct measurement of which has not been possible thus far. Instead, indirect methods in which subjects externalise their
knowledge either explicitly or through their behaviour while performing
spatial tasks have been used (Newcombe, 1985). Indirect measures include performance measures, such as traversal time of a route, number
of turning errors on a route as well as distance and direction estimates
along a route. Indirect measures also include descriptive measures, such
as drawn sketch maps and verbal descriptions in either written or spoken
form (Newcombe, 1985). A major difficulty in the indirect measuring of
human spatial knowledge is that different indirect methods easily yield
different results for the same tasks because analyses depend on the interpretation of the data. Therefore, maximum directness of methods with regard to the studied aspects should be stressed when designing studies for
measuring human spatial knowledge (Newcombe, 1985). Two rather direct methods are briefly presented in the following paragraphs that were
used for the analysis of the studies for the present dissertation, namely
concurrent thinking aloud and sketch-map drawing. These descriptive
methods were found appropriate to answer the explorative research questions in the studies (RQs 1–4).

Concurrent thinking aloud
Concurrent thinking aloud is a method for collecting data on people’s
thinking processes while performing experimental tasks (Ericsson and Simon, 1984; Ericsson and Simon, 1993; Boren and Ramey, 2000). With
this method, subjects are guided to verbalize their thoughts during a
task and their thinking aloud is recorded and transcribed for protocol
analysis. Concurrent thinking aloud was developed and has been extensively used and discussed in the psychological research (Ericsson and Simon, 1980; Ericsson and Simon, 1984, 1993) but it has also been lately
utilised in a wide range of applied research, such as usability tests (e.g.
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Flink, Oksanen, Pyysalo, Rönneberg and Sarjakoski, 2011; Nivala, Sarjakoski, Jakobson and Kaasinen, 2003; Elzakker, Delikostidis and Oosterom, 2008; Haak, De Jong and Schellens, 2003) and text comprehension
studies (e.g. Kaakinen and Hyönä, 2005). Concurrency of the thinking
aloud has been addressed as a problem of the method for possibly distracting from the actual task being performed (e.g. Nisbett and Wilson,
1977; Smagorinsky, 1998). However, studies have shown that properly
instructed and undisrupted thinking aloud without interfering social aspects leads to reliable data on the subjects’ thoughts (Ericsson and Simon,
1998; Boren and Ramey, 2000).
Analysis of think-aloud protocols can be conducted using qualitative or
quantitative procedures with varying degrees of automation. Qualitative procedures have been typical in discourse analysis research, in which
analyses are founded on classification of contents in think-aloud sentences
(e.g. Patel and Groen, 1986; Chi et al., 1994) and this kind of analysis has
been successfully applied also to studies of spatial cognition, particularly
route descriptions (e.g. Couclelis, 1996; Denis, 1997; Brosset et al., 2008).
Qualitative analyses typically demand a considerable amount of manual
work for classifying the contents in the protocols. Quantitative procedures of the think-aloud analysis are typically based on directly counting
words in protocols and drawing conclusions based on the counts (e.g. Weber, 1985), which is less sensitive to subjectiveness during the analysis
phase (Chi, 1997) but may introduce problems of conceptual accuracy due
to the ambiguousness of the natural language. The recent development of
natural language processing (NLP) technologies has opened way for efficiently conducting such direct counting methods in a more automatic way,
which has lead to advanced possibilities of analysing word masses in the
think-aloud protocols (Manning and Schütze, 1999).

Sketch-map drawing
Sketch-map drawing is one of the classic methods for studying people’s
spatial knowledge (Lynch, 1960; Appleyard, 1970; Newcombe, 1985). In
the sketch-map drawing, subjects draw pictures about their understanding of the structure of the environment according to a given task. Sketch
maps are thus subjective and task-dependent external representations
of spatial knowledge which contain simplified and distorted information
compared to the reality (Tversky, 2002). They can represent either route
or configuration knowledge, which depends on whether a route or an area
is asked to be drawn (Brunyé and Taylor, 2008). Depending on the aim of
the study, sketch maps can be asked to be drawn on a blank background
(e.g. Ishikawa and Montello, 2006) or on a background presenting partial
or comprehensive structural information of the environment (e.g. Kitchin
and Blades, 2002; Jansen-Osmann, Wiedenbauer, Schmid and Heil, 2007;
Li and Bell, 2011).
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Sketch maps have often been seen problematic as data because of the
subjectivity of the maps and the consequent difficulties of classifying and
quantifying them and the drawn information and because of differences
in people’s drawing skills (e.g. Walsh, Krauss and Regnier, 1981; Bryant,
1984). However, already Newcombe (1985) became convinced of the reliability of sketch maps as data in her review. Later, Blades (1990) showed
the similarity of sketch maps drawn by an individual in distant times,
and Tversky and Lee (1999) found the conceptual structure of sketch
maps to concord well with that of verbal route descriptions. Furthermore,
Lohmann (2011) found a high agreement between yes and no responses to
questions of spatial relationships on a learned map and spatial contents
of sketch maps drawn based on the same map. These results are in line
with the neuropsychological findings that verbally and visually acquired
spatial information are processed similarly in the human brain (Mellet,
Bricogne, Tzourio-Mazoyer, Ghaëm, Petit, Zago, Etard, Berthoz, Mazoyer
and Denis, 2000), thus verifying that sketch maps are convenient data for
measuring human spatial knowledge.
The analysis of sketch maps can be carried out in many ways depending
on the research questions at hand. A common approach is to classify features on the maps according to a defined categorisation, such as that of
Lynch’s (1960; also used since by, e.g. Niem Tu and Doherty, 2007). Consequently, the distribution of the features in classes can be investigated and
compared between conditions and studies. Comprehensiveness or spatial
accuracy of sketch maps can also be studied in relation to the reality as
depicted by, for example, route actions (Li and Bell, 2011) or geographic
information databases (Okamoto, Okunuki and Takai, 2005).

2.2.4

Modelling spatial knowledge in ontologies

Ontologies are much studied in the computer and information science due
to the need of transferring human knowledge of concepts and semantics
into computational processing (Stigmar, 2010). Hence, the term ontology nowadays refers, in most cases, pragmatically to a conceptual model
(Smith, 2004; Guarino, 1998), although the term was originally used in
philosophy to refer to the search for the truth (Göckel, 1613; Lorhard,
1613). Whichever interpretation is adopted, ontologies consist of concepts,
relationships between concepts, axioms about possible values of properties or relationships of concepts and instances as realisations of concepts
(Kavouras and Kokla, 2007).
Ontologies are often categorised according to the degree of generality
and according to formality (Kavouras and Kokla, 2007). The degree of
generality divides ontologies into high-level and low-level ones. High-level
ontologies consist of foundational concepts for almost all disciplines (e.g.
“definition”, “belong”), whereas low-level ontologies introduce concepts of
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a particular, restricted domain or task. Top-level ontologies are the most
general, highest-level ontologies. As for low-level ontologies, domain, task
and application ontologies are often specified: domain ontologies consider
a specific discipline or line of work, task ontologies a specific activity or
assignment and application ontologies a specific condition defined by both
a domain and a task.
Formality of ontologies varies between informal and formal: informal
ontologies utilise natural language for expressing the meanings of the
terms whereas formal ontologies use an artificial and formal language
consisting of formalised semantics, theorems and proofs. For instance,
Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a formal ontology language particularly
for semantic web efforts (Dean and Schreiber, 2004). Ontologies often
contain both informal and formal parts, informal ones for human comprehension and formal ones for computational purposes (Kavouras and
Kokla, 2007).
Ontologies of spatial knowledge are typical in the geographic information science, where they often deal with formal categories of geographic
features and the relationships between them (Kavouras and Kokla, 2007).
In these ontologies, an expert geographer’s perspective is often adopted;
Smith and Mark (2001) found in their experimental study that expert
geographers conceptualised geographic features from the perspective of
cartographic portrayal. Indeed, a typical expert ontology is expressed in
a form of a cartographic map and its legend (ontologies as maps, as expressed by Kavouras and Kokla, 2007). However, users of maps or other
geospatial applications commonly base their spatial thinking on considerably different non-expert ontologies (Smith and Mark, 2001; Smith and
Mark, 2003; Egenhofer and Mark, 1995), which is why they often find
the applications designed by experts difficult to use. Therefore, studies
for creating application-level geo-ontologies that would be easy-to-use for
all users have been conducted and were also conducted for the present
dissertation.
Mark, Smith and Tversky (1999) empirically studied non-expert geographical ontologies and found the subjects mostly mention natural geographic features unless man-made features were explicitly asked for.
The most often mentioned natural features, such as “mountain”, “lake”,
“ocean” and “river”, were similar to those in the more generally targeted
study of Battig and Montague (1969). Corona and Winter (2001) compared
ontologies of a pedestrian navigator and a spatial dataset and found that
an adaptation of the dataset ontology would be necessary for good usability for pedestrians. Paepen and Engelen (2006) created five ontologies
for modelling pedestrian navigation, three in the intermediate and two in
the low level of generality, thus enabling flexible use of separate ontologies in different applications and in many languages. Their work showed
that pedestrians need information that is much more detailed than that
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needed by car drivers for whom navigators were mostly designed for at
that time.

2.3

Previous studies on the acquisition of spatial knowledge from
direct experience

The acquisition of spatial knowledge from direct experience in the environment has been addressed in numerous experimental studies with
varying kinds of subjects, conditions and aims. In this section, a set of
studies that are central for the composition of the studies in the present
dissertation are reviewed. These studies mostly consider pedestrian perspective and most of them deal with route knowledge, many in the form
of route descriptions. The reviewed studies are presented in the following
subsections (Sects. 2.3.1–2.3.4) grouped by the type of environment. Seasonal and lighting conditions are pointed out with sub-headings because
they are of particular interest for this dissertation.

2.3.1

Maze studies

Spatial knowledge studies in artificial maze environments have aimed at
fully controlled experimentation on particular aspects and conditions that
are difficult to study in real environments.
Waller et al. (1998) studied the acquisition and progress of route and
configuration knowledge with blindfolded subjects in a curtain maze. Condition groups learned the structure of the maze either from real navigation, 2D map or virtual environment. Initially, map learners performed
best in the maze traversal task, but the repetition of the task raised the
virtual environmental learners to the same performance level. That level
was never achieved by the real navigation learners. Hence, prior spatial
knowledge was shown central for the later development of route and configuration knowledge.
Buchner and Jansen-Osmann (2008) examined the acquisition of route
knowledge in relation to movement and context in a virtual maze. Those
subjects who were shown local landmarks while moving in a rendered
hallway recalled the positions of landmarks significantly better than the
subjects in the other three condition combinations with or without movement or rendered background. Movement and context were thus shown to
be essential components in the acquisition of landmark knowledge for the
conception of a route. In a subsequent experiment, Buchner and JansenOsmann (2008) further showed that the length of the movement between
turns is also a factorial component for route knowledge. Once the variation of segment lengths between turns had been removed, no difference
was found between the dynamic-with-context and static-without-context
conditions.
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Lighting conditions
Gauthier, Parush, Macuda, Tang, Craig and Jennings (2008) investigated
the effect of night vision goggles on the acquisition of spatial knowledge
from search tasks in a divider maze. The group using goggles performed
the given search, direction estimation and map drawing tasks under lighting condition comparable to that afforded by half moonlight using the goggles. Their performance was significantly worse than the performance of
the control group in full lighting: both the wayfinding performance and
the acquisition of spatial knowledge declined in the low-light condition
with the night vision goggles.

2.3.2

Indoor studies

Indoor environments provide structured, clearly-bounded and controllable environments for studying spatial knowledge. Studies have been
conducted in large and complex buildings for high-enough orientation
challenges.
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982) compared route and configuration
knowledge acquired either from direct navigation experience or from a
map of one large office floor. The direct-experience subjects performed significantly better in the route angle and distance estimation tasks whereas
map-learning subjects estimated Euclidean distances between distant locations significantly more accurately; navigation experience seemed to
favour the development of route knowledge and map reading the configuration knowledge. However, the configuration knowledge of the directexperience group increased dependent on the duration of navigation experience and even surpassed that of the map-learning group.
Richardson, Montello and Hegarty (1999) carried out a study with a
similar design to that of Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982) but extending it. The subjects acquired spatial knowledge of a two-floor building
environment either from direct navigation experience, floor maps or a virtual environment. The map-learning subjects again estimated Euclidean
distances significantly more accurately than other subjects. Route direction and distance estimates were also again more accurate by the directexperience subjects but only if the maps were aligned with the direction
of the subjects while reading—other studies have found the same effect
of alignment in map reading (Levine, Marchon and Hanley, 1984; Werner
and Schmidt, 1999). As for the virtual environment, Richardson et al.
(1999) found it poorest for the acquisition of spatial knowledge in all measures, particularly in route directions and Euclidean distances.
Passini (1984) investigated sketch maps drawn by visitors of a large
shopping mall in order to study the problem solving processes in wayfinding. He found that however erroneous configuration knowledge the visitors expressed through sketch maps they were still able to navigate
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successfully using landmark and route knowledge by recognising landmark features and remembering directions to other landmarks while
navigating—this knowledge was not necessarily recalled at all when
drawing sketch maps. Passini’s (1984) observations pinpoint the central
role of landmark recognition in wayfinding.
Hölscher, Meilinger, Vrachliotis, Brösamle and Knauff (2006) empirically studied wayfinding strategies and the roles of spatial route and configuration knowledge in a complex building with multiple floors. They
coded think-aloud protocols of wayfinding tasks according to wayfinding
strategies and found that the strategy of first climbing to the correct floor
and then horizontally heading towards the goal was clearly the most efficient. The authors measured the configuration knowledge of the participants by pointing tasks, and pointing accuracy was found independent
of the familiarity with the environment. The conclusion was that indoor
wayfinding depends more on route knowledge and known vistas than on
the configurational understanding of the building. With regards to landmark knowledge, the participants who based their wayfinding on the central features of the building were found to note signs and landmarks the
most often.
Fontaine (2001) stressed people’s common difficulty of conceiving vertical dimension of environmental spaces, particularly in building complexes. She conducted a study to compare the wayfinding usefulness of
direct navigation experience, floor plans, frontal views and axonometric
oblique visualisations in a metro station. Direct experience proved to be
the most efficient method in the navigation tasks and, thus, for the acquisition of route knowledge. Learning from axonometric visualisation
resulted in the best navigation performance among the studied graphic
visualisations, particularly for women. However, unfamiliarity with the
environment prevented this outcome. Moreover, the axonometric view
allowed for the most accurate landmark localisation, which further supports efficient acquisition of route and also configuration knowledge. The
distance comparison tasks were performed most accurately by subjects
using two-dimensional visualisations, which thus seemed to provide accurate configuration knowledge, too.
Sjölinder, Höök, Nilsson and Andersson (2005) studied the effects of age
and a 2D overview map on the navigation performance in a virtual environment representing a grocery store. The subjects in the elderly group
performed the wayfinding and spatial tasks more slowly and less accurately than the young subjects, which accords with the previously showed
difficulty of elderly in using virtual environments (e.g. Walker, Philbin
and Spruell, 1996) and with the decline of spatial cognition among elderly
(e.g. Aubrey and Dobbs, 1990; Lipman and Caplan, 1992). No effect was
found on navigation by the use of the overview map, except that elderly
subjects reported higher navigation confidence with the map.
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Urban studies

A large body of spatial knowledge studies have been conducted in built
urban outdoor environments that are everyday navigation environments
for most people.
For analysing the contents of oral route descriptions, Denis (1997) developed a classification method that has been later used in many route
description studies. The classification focuses on analysing the use of the
introduced landmarks and actions that compose the essential contents of
route descriptions and, accordingly, route knowledge. Denis minimised
the propositions in descriptions into minimal informational unit, which
he then classified into five classes that he identified in the propositions:
Prescribing an action alone For example, “Turn right.”;
Prescribing an action with a landmark “Cross the road.”;
Introducing a landmark alone “You see a pond.”;
Describing a landmark “The pond is round.”; and
Commentaries “You are almost there.”
Denis (1997) initially applied his classification to the descriptions of two
campus area routes that he collected from students familiar with the environment. The descriptions were collected in a spoken form off the route.
The distribution of propositions into classes revealed the importance of
landmarks in route descriptions (see Table 2.1) and also the low amount
of information about distances. The result was further verified by the
constructed skeletal route descriptions, which also highlighted the importance of connecting landmarks with the actions in the propositions.
Denis (1997) concluded his study by formulating instructions on giving
good route descriptions that should be as close to the constructed skeletal
descriptions as possible.
Applications of Denis’s (1997) classification have covered a variety of
data collection methods and environments (Table 2.1): Fontaine and Denis (1999) conducted their study partly indoors at metro stations, Daniel
and Denis (2004) collected written descriptions, and Brosset et al. (2008)
carried out their study in nature (see Sect. 2.3.4). Rehrl et al. (2009) noted
the former studies having been carried out almost exclusively off-route
and having considered almost only environments familiar to the participants, which is why they (Rehrl et al., 2009) collected route descriptions
en route (in situ) in an unfamiliar environment in order to simulate the situation of a typical user of a navigator. Overall, the distributions of propositions resemble each other between these classification studies (except
Fontaine and Denis (1999) Metro part; Table 2.1) and highlight the important role of landmarks in route descriptions—78% was the lowest sum of
the three landmark-related classes (“Landmark”, “Action and landmark”
and “Landmark description”).
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Table 2.1. Descriptive data and results of studies that have used the classification of
route propositions by Denis (1997)
EXPERIMENT

Denis (1997)

DATA
FORM

SITUATION

ENVIRONMENT

ACTION

Spoken

Off route

Urban

14%

Spoken

Off route

Urban

Spoken

Off/on

ACTION
& LANDMK

LANDMK

LANDMK
DESCR.

COMMENTARY

35%

40%

10%

1%

20%

32%

32%

13%

3%

Indoors

13%

65%

16%

6%

0%

Urban

10%

37%

18%

29%

6%

Route 1
Denis (1997)
Route 2
Fontaine and
Denis (1999)

route

Metro part
Fontaine and

Spoken

Denis (1999)

Off/on
route

City part
Daniel and

Written

Off route

Urban

16%

41%

28%

13%

2%

Spoken

Off route

Nature

17%

35%

16%

27%

5%

Written

Decision

Urban

4%

44%

24%

24%

4%

Denis (2004)
Brosset et al.
(2008)
Rehrl et al.
(2009)

points

Fontaine and Denis (1999) studied the route knowledge acquired from
passive navigation out of metro stations and compared the descriptions of
in- and outdoor parts of the routes. The subjects indoors introduced “Action and landmark” propositions twice as frequently as did the outdoors
subjects, which was balanced by the more infrequent use of “Landmark
descriptions” (Table 2.1). Descriptions of the style “follow the signs” explained this result as well as the significantly less frequent use of vertical
landmarks indoors.
Daniel and Denis (2004) investigated the conciseness of written route
descriptions in a campus environment. The control condition was comparable to the Denis’s (1997) study and resulted in slightly higher proportions of action-related propositions probably due to the written form
of descriptions that made the subjects introduce propositions that were
processed more carefully. The constrained length of descriptions as well
as the group work resulted in significantly more frequent action-related
propositions at the expense of landmark-related propositions.
Rehrl et al. (2009) analysed the contents of en-route route descriptions
at decision points on four urban routes. The classification of propositions over all routes showed higher frequencies of “Action and landmark”
and “Landmark description” classes than most comparable urban studies,
which probably originated from the descriptions at decision points and
also from the en-route experimental setting. Rehrl et al. (2009) also analysed direction and motion concepts used in the descriptions and found 13
predominantly used combinations of the two, proposing these appropriate
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for building automated decision support systems for pedestrian wayfinding.
Ishikawa and Montello (2006) carried out a longitudinal study over a
period of 10 weeks in order to investigate the development of spatial
knowledge with repeated traversals of driven routes in a residential area.
For the acquisition of spatial knowledge, they hypothesised a continuous framework in which the three types of spatial knowledge develop simultaneously and found that this was the case at least for people with
good sense of direction. However, individual differences among subjects
were large and some seemed not to proceed up to the level of configuration knowledge at all. Ishikawa and Montello also found surprisingly
little improvement in the distance and sketch-map measures along the 10
study sessions. Only the integration performance between the two separate routes driven seemed to improve with repeated exposures.
May et al. (2003) conducted a requirement study in a town centre for
identifying necessary and recommendable elements for pedestrian navigation aids. The subjects familiar with the environment described the
route by using spatial knowledge acquired either from a map or route
walkthrough. Both groups used mainly point-type landmarks in the descriptions and also road types to a smaller extent. Almost none used distances, junctions, street names or address numbers. Most of the mentioned features were introduced in order to identify the features at or
between decision points and a minor part in order to confirm a navigation decision. Shops, pubs and supermarkets were the most-mentioned
landmarks and often even referred to by name in the descriptions.
Elias et al. (2009) examined the subjects’ mental representations of
landmark features in a city centre, using questionnaires and controlling
for the age, gender and familiarity with the environment. The five mostnoted landmarks were mainly the same, independent of the variables, for
all subject groups. The highest differences in noted landmarks occurred
for a shopping plaza and most prominently between the genders: men
mentioned shops different from those mentioned by women.
Several studies have investigated the characteristics of “good route descriptions”. Daniel and Denis (1998) built skeletal route descriptions from
the study of Denis (1997) as compositions of reduced descriptions that
were shortened by subjects familiar with the environment. The subjects
primarily kept “Action” and “Action and landmark” propositions whereas
other landmark propositions were often removed. Furthermore, the skeletal descriptions contained contents similar to those human descriptions
that were rated good. These results show preference for using route actions together with landmarks for the construction of route knowledge.
Denis, Pazzaglia, Cornoldi and Bertolo (1999) repeated a similar experimental design in a complex pedestrian city environment and achieved
similar results. Their skeletal descriptions contained again similar propo-
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sitions to those human ones that were rated good. Furthermore, the skeletal descriptions from familiar and unfamiliar subjects highly resembled
each other, and so did the ratings of human descriptions by these two
groups. Denis et al. (1999) also tested the usefulness of skeletal as well
as high- and low-rated human descriptions in real navigation tasks. They
found that good descriptions led to more successful navigation than poor
descriptions and also that poor descriptions complicated particularly the
navigation of subjects who were inclined to use survey perspective in spatial thinking. Michon and Denis (2001) studied the inclusion of landmarks
in city route descriptions en route. They asked subjects to report problems
and solutions while navigating with minimal route instructions and found
them often suggesting inclusion of additional landmark information. In
another experiment, Michon and Denis (2001) found that landmarks were
introduced in critical points along the route both in and between action
points. The use of two- and three-dimensional landmarks seemed to play
different roles in the described route knowledge.
Lovelace et al. (1999) compared route knowledge of familiar and newly
learned unfamiliar routes in a campus environment.

Descriptions of

newly-learned routes contained more landmarks than those of previously
familiar routes, which indicated elevated understanding of essential elements along the familiar routes. Correctness checks and ratings of route
descriptions verified this finding: the quality of the descriptions for familiar routes was found superior to that of unfamiliar ones. Landmarks were
introduced frequently both at decision points and between decision points
and the ratings of quality were higher with the introduction of landmarks
between decision points. For the unfamiliar routes, the quality of descriptions increased with more landmarks at decision points, whereas, for the
familiar routes, the quality increased with more landmarks at potential
decision points. Familiarity with a route and environment seemed to enable the subjects with configuration knowledge that allowed for imagining
alternative routes and preventing wrong turns.
Münzer et al. (2012) investigated the acquisition of spatial knowledge
for wayfinding from perspective eye-level images and map fragments in a
university campus. The eye-level images made subjects perform at high
level in route knowledge as measured by wayfinding accuracy but hindered configurational learning as measured by direction estimates and
sketch maps. The map fragments provided the subjects with accurate configuration knowledge but with less effective, though useful, route knowledge. Surprisingly, the alignment of map fragments with the direction of
the user did not affect the wayfinding accuracy compared to non-aligned
maps, which seemed to relate to the perceived movement on the map and
the consequent ease of matching directions between the map and environment. Individual differences in visuo-spatial working memory were
also found to importantly affect the performance. Münzer et al. (2012)
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concluded that the acquisition of spatial knowledge in an unfamiliar environment is essentially multi-source and appropriate visualisations may
support the learning.

Lighting conditions
Gillner and Mallot (1998) investigated the formation of human spatial
knowledge in a virtual, regularly structured street environment. Particularly, they measured goal-independent spatial memory by search performance in the environment, error rates in repeated traversals, distance
estimates between previously seen views and sketch maps. Overall, the
subjects were able to learn the configuration of the environment based
on the performed route traversals although the measured spatial memory was found to primarily consist of locations recognised by their visual
appearance, including landmarks. Interestingly, the night-like condition
had the highest correlation with the correctness of the estimates of the
traversed distance.
Steck and Mallot (2000) studied the use of local and global landmarks
in a virtual, regularly structured street environment (similar to that in
Gillner and Mallot, 1998; see above). They simulated day by using both
local and global landmarks, dawn with only global landmarks and night
with only local. They found that the subjects performed navigation only
slightly better in the day condition than in dawn and night conditions.
The subjects adopted their navigation strategies according to the landmark information available even when they were using only one of the
two landmark types, which indicates that the subjects had built not only
route knowledge but also useful configuration knowledge during the acquisition phases of the experiments.
Bishop and Rohrmann (2003) conducted a comparative study between
virtual and real route walks in an urban park environment in day and
night conditions. The detailed virtual environment resulted in different
opinions about the environment by the subjects but also in weaker recall
of seen landmarks (buildings and vegetation were considered) than the
real environment. However, the measured differences between day and
night were mostly similar in both environments. Interestingly, landmarks
were recalled slightly more accurately in the night condition.
Winter et al. (2005) investigated city facades as landmarks for wayfinding in day and night. The groups formed for each condition scored the
prominence of facades in photographs differently, which suggests that
people would use different facades as landmarks during the two times
of day. The subjects also ranked the criteria for the prominence a bit differently between day and night.
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2.3.4

Nature studies

Only a few spatial knowledge studies have considered nature as environment. Nature sets particular challenges not only for acquiring valid
spatial knowledge but also for organising experiments.
Cohen et al. (1978) investigated distance estimates by children and
adults in a nature camp environment, finding that buildings, trees and
hills along the route under estimation made both subject groups estimate
distances longer than in reality although the terrain was not difficult to
traverse. If the investigated features were absent, the distances were estimated shorter than in reality. The result was most consistent for the
hills, whereas for the buildings and trees deviations were observed. The
finding illustrates that human spatial knowledge is easily distorted due
to environmental characteristics, particularly elevations.
Whitaker and Cuqlock-Knopp (1992) interviewed nature wayfinding experts, namely orienteers and military scouts, about their particular personal navigation experiences and analysed the interviews with regard to
the named landmarks. Manmade cues were the most frequently mentioned due to their uniqueness, followed by elevations as represented by
contours and then by water and vegetation landmarks. Whitaker and
Cuqlock-Knopp also found some groups of landmarks to be related to particular navigation strategies, for example linear features used for “catching” a navigator.
Pick et al. (1995), using think-aloud protocols, investigated the localisation strategies of experienced topographic map readers in a drop-off
situation in nature. The provided map contained only contour lines and
did not allow the non-moving subjects to find the correct solution. Free
movement allowed for a significantly better performance. All of those who
found the correct solution relied on initial reconnaissance of the terrain,
organisation of the observed features in the configuration, attention to local terrain features and testing of multiple viewpoint hypotheses. In a
subsequent study on topographic map reading in a laboratory, Pick et al.
(1995) found large river valleys and hills to be commonly selected as anchor features on the map. The ordinal information about relative heights
of the terrain often made subjects finally resolve a localisation problem.
Brosset et al. (2008) carried out a study on the importance of action and
landmark propositions in route descriptions of nature by interviewing orienteers at the end of an orienteering race. Brosset et al. (2008) classified
the interview protocols according to Denis (1997) and found higher proportion of landmark descriptions than in the previous urban studies but also
fewer landmark-only propositions due to the more common introduction
of landmarks together with actions that specify the subsequent direction
of movement. Brosset et al. (2008) also found the orienteers to often refer
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to linear features, which had not been the case in a similar study in an
urban environment (Maya, 2001).
A couple of studies have considered the acquisition of landmark knowledge in nature using photographs.

Montello et al. (1994) found ter-

rain and vegetation features to be the most frequently recalled features
from landscape photographs, whereas atmospheric, geologic or other features occurred only infrequently in the collected sketch maps and protocols. Snowdon and Kray (2009) found subject most frequently mentioning
peaks and water courses when naming supporting landmarks for hiking
in landscape photographs. These were followed by woods, rocks, lakes and
landforms as supporting landmarks. Le Yaouanc, Saux and Claramunt
(2010) built a cognitive model of conceiving a landscape scene in nature
from subjects’ verbal descriptions based on panoramic photographs. The
subjects commonly used such landmarks as footpath, lighthouse or ocean.

Seasonal conditions
The author has become aware of only one spatial knowledge study considering seasonal conditions. Rehrl and Leitinger (2008) analysed route
descriptions that skitourers use while skiing and formulated languagebased proto-scenes (Tyler and Evans, 2003) of their spatial thinking. They
found that landforms were clearly the most frequently used landmark
type in the skitourers’ descriptions. Rehrl and Leitinger (2008) concluded
that the gathered set of navigation statements and landmarks could be
used for automatic descriptions of primary navigation tasks.

Lighting conditions
The author is aware of only one previous spatial knowledge study on night
conditions in nature. Kumagai and Tack (2005) studied wayfinding in nature by night with night vision goggles. Soldiers were to follow straight
line courses between targets but were forced to some deviations by obstacles placed in the terrain. The measured performance time, traversed
distance and direction estimations showed that wayfinding was significantly more challenging at night than daytime. Visual search of enemy
targets in the woods was also significantly weaker in the night condition.
Night vision goggles provided only a low contrast view in close distances,
somewhat similar to that of a spotlight, and so resolved only partially the
difficulties of night wayfinding.

2.4

Visualisation of elevation on maps

Elevations and vertical features play an important role in human spatial
knowledge, and their effective external representation on traditional twodimensional maps as well as in three-dimensional visualisations is crucial for the transfer of useful spatial knowledge supporting spatial com-
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prehension and wayfinding. Two-dimensional elevation visualisations as
well as literature on 3D maps that implicitely include the third, vertical dimension are overviewed in the following as relevant for the present
dissertation.

2.4.1

Visualisation of elevation on two-dimensional maps

Contour lines and hypsographic colouring
Visualisation of elevation information on two-dimensional maps has traditionally widely relied on the visualisation of surfaces of equal elevation
using contour lines, particularly so in topographic maps. Contour lines
depict points on the ground surface at the same elevation and their intervals allow for accurate estimation of elevation differences on a map
(Imhof, 1965/1982). Wilkening and Fabrikant (2011) found the usefulness
of contour lines to be high in slope-detection tasks compared to relief shading: experienced map readers were both faster and felt more confident in
their decisions when using contour lines. However, contour lines can be
difficult to interpret for less experienced map readers who lack the necessary symbol knowledge and mental rotation skills (Lobben, 2004; Taylor,
2005).
Another method of elevation visualisation based on surfaces of equal
elevation is hypsographic colouring, where colour-coding is draped on
a map to represent surfaces inside specific elevation intervals (Imhof,
1965/1982). Hypsographic colouring function well in complementing contour lines, allowing for easy viewing of distribution of elevations on a
whole map.

Relief shading
In order to create a 3D impression on a 2D map, elevation data can be
visualised on a map by using relief shading. Relief shading imitates the
reflections of sun from terrain, thus depicting landforms. The method
has manual roots (Imhof, 1965/1982), but computer-aided analytical relief
shading has, to a great extent, replaced the manual method in the last
decades (Horn, 1981). Relief shading is sensitive to the landforms in the
visualised terrain and, therefore, shading can be employed in the form
of hill or slope shading or both, using appropriately configured single or
multiple light sources (Imhof, 1965/1982; Jenny, 2001). Relief shading
is illustrative in depicting terrain, and map readers often tend to find
it appealing to look at (e.g. Flink et al., 2011), but it has turned out to
be difficult to use for accurate estimations of elevation (Wilkening and
Fabrikant, 2011).
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Three-dimensional maps

The availability of comprehensive coverages of three-dimensional geodatabases together with the advances of 3D computer graphics has lead
to a rise of 3D cartography and debate about its nature. According to
contemporary definitions of a map and cartography, a three-dimensional
visualisation can be a map as much as a two-dimensional one if the visualisation employs the special cartographic characteristics: selection, generalisation and symbolisation of the visualised physical features (e.g. International Cartographic Association, 2003; Kraak and Ormeling, 2003;
MacEachren and Kraak, 1997).
Döllner (2007) described 3D maps, contrasting them with photorealistic
geovisualisations, as being abstract and generalised and thus providing
more useful environmental representation for a user than photorealistic
geovisualisations that simply strive for replicating the physical reality.
Döllner rendered 3D maps in order to produce clarified views of a city and
called the results expressive virtual city models. Jobst and Germanchis
(2007) shared Döllner’s point of view in an overview article on 3D maps
and stressed that the three-dimensional branch of cartography would be
worth of developing because the state-of-the-art 3D environments were
mainly targeted at virtual reality and not at cartographic representation.
Jobst, Kyprianidis and Döllner (2008) subsequently studied the relation
of non-photorealistic rendering to cartographic requirements and found
these compatible.
Häberling, Bär and Hurni (2008) also noted the need for development
in 3D cartography and, using expert interviews, developed cartographic
design principles for 3D maps. The authors founded the interviews on an
experimental set of maps in which graphic variables of traditional cartography (Bertin, 1967/1983) and additions with regard to three-dimensional
visualisations (MacEachren, 1995; Slocum, McMaster and Howard, 2005)
were varied and asked the experts for qualifications for the use of these
variables. Häberling et al. (2008) found 19 principles on which the experts
highly agreed relating to the degree of abstraction, symbol sizes, camera
aspects, lighting aspects and atmospheric effects. Overall, the experts
regarded traditional map-like symbolisation preferable to 3D maps and
supported the use of natural-looking 3D symbols, although not necessarily photorealistic.
Research efforts have been made to develop cartographic threedimensional visualisations. Angsüsser and Kumke (2001) found rendering tools already prepared for constructing 3D maps in their experimental
rendering of a mountainous lake region. They used an abstract map overlay on a digital elevation model, provided a high level of detail for buildings and included animations in the model. Bleisch and Nebiker (2007)
conducted experimental renderings of a 3D map of an open-air museum
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and found the abstract visualisation convenient for the purpose. Bleisch
and Nebiker applied such 3D visualisation techniques as exaggeration of
elevations, upscaling and tilting landmark buildings as well as transparent rendering of lifted forest surfaces, the last of which they suggested to
be highly beneficial for the orientation of visitors in the museum.
Jenny and Patterson (2007) reviewed the characteristics and previous
use of the oblique parallel projection that they called plan oblique. Consequently, they itemised design considerations for the use of oblique parallel projection and pointed out such advantages of the projection as its
three-dimensional effect, good depiction of landforms, possibility to measure distances on equal elevation surfaces and readability by sections.
Disadvantages included unfamiliarity among users, occluded terrain, impossibility to rotate and unfriendliness towards linework. For rendering
parameters, Jenny and Patterson suggested south-west lighting, small
scale and vertical exaggeration. They rendered a couple of experimental
views in order to illustrate the use of the parallel oblique projection.

2.5

Previous eye-movement studies on maps

Map reading is an interesting but also challenging subject for eye tracking
because of the detailed visual complexity of maps and intensive cognitive
processing in the form of interpretation of symbols in a spatial context.
Early eye-tracking studies on maps date back to 1970s (for review, see
Steinke, 1987), but only recent tools and methods have provided sufficient
accuracy for analysing map reading close to the symbol level (Brodersen,
Andersen and Weber, 2001).
Brodersen et al. (2001) carried out an eye-tracking study on topographic
maps in order to study the application of eye tracking to maps in combination with thinking aloud, task solving and instructor ratings of map
reading strategies. The authors developed a computer program for simultaneous analysis of these data and found the combined analysis highly
useful for investigating the map reading processes. The eye-tracking data
indicated that higher map complexity causes longer fixations. The new
map in the study received a lower sum of viewing time than an old map of
the same region, which probably reflects more easy-to-read design of the
new map.
Brunyé and Taylor (2008) investigated the effect of task goals on the
viewing of a campus map. Subject groups were given tasks that focused
on route or configuration knowledge, or neither. The route goal made subjects to fixate longer on streets and street names whereas the configuration goal directed the gaze towards buildings and the compass rose. These
effects were observed during the first two minutes of the tasks. The two
first minutes were also highlighted for the general tendency of fixating on
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the central area of the map initially and then moving towards peripheral
areas. When Brunyé and Taylor tested the subjects’ acquired spatial representations with correctness measures and sketch maps, they found that
the route goal leads to better route knowledge and configuration goal to
better configuration knowledge. The no-goal condition gave the subjects
flexibly access to both knowledge types.
Pugliesi, Decanini and Tachibana (2009) studied the employment of
static and blinking arrows as well as mimetic landmarks on maps of navigators for vehicle use. The authors experimented with a driving simulator
combined with a navigator view and measured the glances at the navigator by using a video camera directed to the driver’s eyes. Presentation of
landmarks made drivers look more and for longer periods at the navigator
display than the other stimuli. At the same time, the drivers preferred the
landmark presentation over the map only, particularly in straight-ahead
navigation situations. The non-grid-like street networks caused longer
fixations than the grid-like ones.
Fabrikant, Hespanha and Hegarty (2010) compared a mass media
weather map to an informationally equivalent weather map that was designed according to the cartographic principles (Bertin, 1967/1983). They
measured response time and accuracy as well as eye movements for assessing the comprehension of the maps in relation to task-specific knowledge and usability of the graphical designs. Task-specific knowledge significantly enhanced response accuracy, which shows that not only perceptual bottom-up processes but also cognitive top-down processes affect the
reading of maps (for processes, see Wolfe, 1994). The cartographic design
was found superior in the map-based inference in all measures due to the
successful perceptually salient visualisation of the task-relevant information. Fabrikant et al. (2010) also compared eye-movement data to computational saliency models of stimuli maps and found that the visual clutter model (Rosenholtz, Li and Nakano, 2007) predicted eye movements to
good effect for both the mass media and cartographic designs.
Hegarty, Smallman and Stull (2012) experimented with irrelevant features on weather maps, for the task at hand, with the help of response accuracy, eye movement and preference measures. On the average, subjects
performed tasks more rapidly and more accurately with simpler maps but
preferred the more complex ones. The added geographical information
made fixations longer, which suggests that the complexity of a map required more time for acquiring information of the relevant features. These
overall results were unexpectedly similar for students and expert meteorologists.
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3. Methods

3.1

Nature trail studies

The present dissertation addresses the perception and recall of landmarks
in the light of two empirical studies that were carried out on routes in
nature:
Season study with daytime experiments in summer and in winter
(Pubs. II–IV) and
Time-of-day study with summer experiments in daytime and at night
(Publ. I)
The experiments in the studies and their analyses are presented in the
following subsections (Sects. 3.1.1–3.1.7). Details on the methods can be
found in the respective original publications, as referred to in the text.

3.1.1

Experimental set-ups

Routes
The experiments were carried out on circular routes in two similar
kinds of forested recreational environments in southern Finland (Figures 3.1, 3.3; Pubs. I–IV). The routes ran on footpaths and outdoor tracks
and their lengths were 1.2 km in the season study and 1.3 km in the timeof-day study. The routes can be regarded as representative for the Nordiclike forested environments based on the researchers’ experience: the
routes contained diverse types of surroundings found in Nordic forests.
Both of the routes took approximately half an hour to walk through. In
the time-of-day study, the route was divided in two parts due to two assignments (Figure 3.1b). In the season study, 24 decision points (intersections) were identified on the route where a walker could decide which
way to continue (Figure 3.1a). In the winter condition, the experimenters
walked through the route and crossing paths before each test session in
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(a) Season study (1.2 km; Pubs. II–IV). Circles denote decision points

(b) Time-of-day study (1.3 km; Publ. I)
Figure 3.1. Maps of the routes in the nature trail studies © Finnish Geodetic Insitute

order to make the path network equally visible for all the participants
after snowfalls.

Participants
The two studies (Pubs. I–IV) included a total of 42 Finnish-speaking participants who were mainly technology researchers and outdoor club members from the Helsinki region. Table 3.1 presents the distribution of
participants among conditions, studies and genders as well as the participants’ ages, self-reported nature experience ratings and self-reported
study region knowledge ratings, as collected in both studies by using a
background questionnaire. Several participants had visited the study region before but when further asked about the knowledge of the routes in
the test session, no-one answered positively. According to statistical tests
on age, nature experience and region knowledge, the condition groups did
not differ significantly within studies (p > 0.23 in the two-tailed Wilcoxon
rank-sum tests).
In the time-of-day study (Publ. I), the participants also answered in
questions about bilingualism, about experience in map use and filled
in the Santa Barbara Sense-of-Direction Scale (SBSOD) questionnaire.
Bilingualism has been reported to correlate with many cognitive and spa-
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Table 3.1. Descriptive data on the participants in the nature trail studies
STUDY:
CONDITION
Season: Summer
Season: Winter
Time of day: Day
Time of day: Night
a
b

NUMBER OF

AGE (years,

REGION

WOMEN+MEN

min–med–max)

VISITORSa

NATURE

2+8
4+6

25 − 28 − 51
19 − 27 − 54

5
7

2.9 (weekly)
2.4 (weekly/monthly)

6+5
6+5

19 − 59 − 68
28 − 38 − 56

4
3

2.0 (monthly)
2.4 (weekly/monthly)

EXPERIENCEb

Number of participants who had visited the study region before the test session
Mean among participants. Range 0–4: never, less often, monthly, weekly, daily

tial abilities (Tyborowska, Wegman and Janzen, 2012; McLeay, 2003) but
since only one bilingual person took part in the study, no bias by bilingualism is assumed in the results. The experience on map use was asked
for four types of maps in the range of 0–4, and the same range was employed for the nature experience (Table 3.1). The mean of the maximum
map experience values was 2.9 (weekly) for the day condition and 2.5
(weekly/monthly) for the night condition, indicating that the participants
were fairly experienced map users on average.
The Santa Barbara Sense-of-Direction Scale is a self-report measure designed for assessing spatial abilities in the environmental scale (Hegarty
et al., 2002). According to statistical tests on the experience and SBSOD
measures in the time-of-day study between the condition groups, the day
and night groups did not differ significantly from each other (p > 0.19 in
the two-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests).

Tasks
Design of the nature trail studies began with the interest in investigating
the role and use of landmarks in nature in relation to the more investigated use in urban environments (Denis, 1997; Daniel and Denis, 2004;
Rehrl et al., 2009; Publ. III). The tasks in the experiments were designed
similarly to the previous studies in order to achieve comparable results.
However, none of the previously used tasks was employed as such but elements of the tasks were combined in order to tackle the present research
questions. Concurrent route description tasks were designed with the
hypothesis that route descriptions uncover people’s spatial thinking and
landmarks that people use while performing the tasks (Couclelis, 1996;
Denis, 1997). The route descriptions were collected verbally, during route
traversal, using concurrent think-aloud tasks (Ericsson and Simon, 1998;
Boren and Ramey, 2000), the kinds of which have previously successfully
served for route description studies (Fontaine and Denis, 1999; Rehrl et
al., 2009). In addition, pictorial route descriptions were collected using
sketch-map drawing tasks, the kinds of which have been commonly used
in the studies of spatial cognition (for reviews, see Blades, 1990; Tversky,
2002).
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Table 3.2. Task assignments in the nature trail studies. Every participant was given the
same assignments in the same order
TASK

SEASON STUDY

TIME-OF-DAY STUDY

Route

“Describe everything that you find

“Walk a route with the experimenter and mem-

traversal

remarkable in the surroundings

orise the route so that you are able to...”

and explain their locations. Stop

1. “...walk through it again without guidance...”

when you have to make a deci-

2. “...describe it to another person who is to

sion about which route to take.
Describe the options in detail.”

walk through the same route...”
“...The experimenter walks after you and
guides when necessary.”

Sketch map “Draw the route that you walked.

“Draw the route you walked and explain your

drawing

markings thinking aloud.”

Mark and explain the most memorable things along the walk.”

In both of the studies, the participants performed route traversal and
sketch-map drawing tasks but the assignments were slightly different
(Table 3.2; Pubs. I–IV). The assignment of the route traversal task in
the season study asked for extensive descriptions of surrounding landmarks and route options. According to the collected think-aloud data, this
wording of the assignment led participants to observe many landmarks
and to give verbose descriptions, whereas their concentration on the remarkability of the landmarks for the route was easily dispersed. Therefore, the assignment was modified for the time-of-day study in order to
make participants concentrate more on observing the course of the route
through memorising it for future use. In all the experiments, the participants were guided to think aloud and describe surroundings. In addition,
methodological interest fell upon whether memorising for re-traversal or
for describing to another person would change the results (Sect. 1.4), so
that these two wordings were included in the study on separate parts of
the route in the time-of-day study (Figure 3.1b; Table 3.3). In the end of
the think-aloud task, the participants were asked if they found any difference between the two wordings and how the wording affected them while
performing the task.
The participants did not use orienteering aids during the route traversal
studies. However, the experimenter indicated the direction when needed.
The only equipment provided was a powerful 900 lumen headlamp for
the night condition and an audio recorder for the participants to carry
(Figure 3.3). The experimenter recorded video while walking after the
participant.
In the time-of-day study, the participants were also given a scene recognition task on a laptop computer. The task was based on 34 photos taken
by the route and 18 photos taken elsewhere in the same kind of environment. We asked the participants to decide whether they recognised the
shown scenes from the walked route or not. The responses were saved on
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(a) “Standing rootstock” by the route (correct)

(b) “Footpath” outside the route (false)
Figure 3.2. Examples of photos in the photo recognition task. The same views were photographed both in the day and night conditions

the computer. All the photos contained clearly identifiable objects, such
as a large fallen tree or duckboards on the route. Particular attention
was paid to ensure that the photos taken along the route were not easy
to confuse with photos taken elsewhere. The photos shown were taken
in conditions of lighting resembling to those in the test sessions, and the
same scenes were photographed during the day and at night (for examples, see Figure 3.2).

Environmental conditions
The studies were organised in as representative and stable environmental conditions as possible (Figure 3.3). The season study was carried out
in bright daylight. Snow was abundant during winter sessions (December and April; Pubs. II–IV) and summer sessions were sunny (June). The
time-of-day study was organised in September–October when the conditions were still summerlike: the trees had leaves and the undergrowth
was ample (Publ. I). The preceding summer had been very rainy, which
caused the footpaths to be wet, muddy and slippery. Rain was avoided in
all test sessions, but slight drizzle was present in some of them.
There were some occasional passers-by and sightings of birds during the
test sessions but the experimenters did not observe them to disturb the
think-aloud of the participants.
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(a) Summer & Daytime (Pubs. I–IV)

(b) Winter (Pubs. II–IV)

(c) Night (Publ. I)
Figure 3.3. Environmental conditions in the nature trail studies

Procedures
The basic course of the test sessions was similar in both the season and
time-of-day studies (Table 3.3; Pubs. I–IV). Modifications and additions
were made for the time-of-day study due to the experiences gained in the
season study, as described above. The test sessions in the season studies
lasted approximately an hour. The time-of-day study introduced more
tasks, and the sessions took about an hour and a half. A quarter of an hour
break was taken between the route traversal and sketch-map drawing
tasks in order to ensure that the short term memory would not affect the
recall tasks.

3.1.2

Analysis of landmark perception

Analysis of the landmark perception in the route traversal tasks was
based on processing of the language in the think-aloud recordings collected during the tasks (Pubs. I–IV). The transcription as well as the analyses were made by the experimenters themselves who knew the data and
could thus assess the contents reliably (the present author participated in
all phases of the analyses).
Two methods of analysis were used for investigating the landmark perception in the experiments and for answering the specified research questions (Sect. 1.3):
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Table 3.3. Procedures of the nature trail studies. Boldface denotes tasks
SEASON STUDY (BASIC PROCEDURE)

MODIFICATIONS IN THE TIME-OF-DAY STUDY

1. Background questionnaire

1a. Background questionnaire
1b. Santa Barbara Sense-of-Direction Scale

2. Think-aloud exercise
3. Route traversal task

3a. Retraversal task
3b. Description task

4. Break with refreshments
5. Sketch-map drawing task
6. Photo recognition task

1. Classification of proposition contents (RQ 1); and
2. Extraction and counting of landmark concepts (RQs 2–4).
Eventually, to create a formal presentation of the achieved knowledge
that could be implemented in geospatial applications, the achieved results
of the extraction and counting of landmarks were applied to construction
of a landmark ontology for hiking in nature (Sect. 1.4). The three phases
of the analysis are summarised in the following paragraphs.

Classification of proposition contents
The method for classifying the contents of propositions in the thinkaloud protocols was adapted from the Denis’s (1997) original method
(Pubs. III, IV). The experimenters worked in a group of two to four persons
with a goal to create objective classifications. The think-aloud transcripts
were firstly divided into complete expressions (Publ. III) and categorised
with the help of the audio and video recordings into those spoken at decision points and those between decision points. The expressions were
then classified into Denis’s (1997) five propositions classes: “Action only”,
“Action and landmark”, “Landmark only”, “Landmark description”, and
“Commentary” (see Sect. 2.3.3). Establishment of classification directives
for ambiguous cases was necessary among the working group in order to
achieve reliable results (Table 3.4). An expression could contain several
propositions and could thus be classified into several proposition classes
(Publ. III).
The definition of a landmark used in this dissertation was established
during the classification of propositions following the classification used
by Denis (1997): landmark is any observed physical, clearly distinguishable permanent feature in the environment (see also Sect. 2.2.2).
The classification of propositions was conducted only in the season study
that alone provided a good view of the proposition distribution in nature in
comparison to the previous studies. Moreover, the classification aiming at
objectivity with group work was a laborious task that would have required
significant work input from several researchers that was not available for
the time-of-day study.
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Table 3.4. Examples of the directives used for the classification of ambiguous think-aloud
expressions during route traversal according to Denis (1997)
CASE

PROPOS.

RATIONALE

EXAMPLES

CLASS
Reading out loud a

Landmark

The participant

“The sign says that

sign

description

describes the sign by

Haukkalampi is to the left.”

reading it out
Introducing a fuzzy

Landmark

The feature is

“The forest is dense here.”

feature

description

boundless

“The path begins to rise

→ not a landmark

steeply.”

The feature may

“The snow is deep.”

disappear later

“There are people around.”

Speaking about a

Commentary

temporary feature

→ not a landmark
Introducing a route

Action

The participant

“There is a small path to

alternative

together with

describes route

the right.”

landmark

actions that he/she

“Stairs ascend towards the

could take

top of the hill.”

A repeated reference

Landmark

The landmark

“The building I noticed

to a landmark

description

description continues

earlier seems to be a
warehouse.”

Introducing a

Landmark and

The descriptive

“There is a steep rocky fall

landmark with two or

landmark

modifiers make a

ahead.”

more descriptive

description

description

“I see a thick dead tree on

modifiers

my left.”

Extraction and counting of landmark concepts
The extraction and counting of landmark concepts in the think-aloud protocols was carried out using the methods of natural language processing
(NLP) (Pubs. I–IV; Manning and Schütze, 1999). Each permanent and
perceptible feature mentioned by the participants was regarded as a landmark (see Sect. 2.2.2). The analysis proceeded as follows (for an example,
see Figure 3.4):
1. Transformation of inflected words into the basic form (Helsinki Finite
State Transducer: Lindén, Silfverberg and Pirinen, 2009);
2. Manual collection of landmark words from the list of all words (Python
scripts; Natural Language Toolkit, NLTK: Bird, Edward and Klein,
2009);
3. Checking that the landmark words were really used for denoting landmarks in the transcripts (string searches in the transcript files);
4. Gathering of the landmark word synonyms together into landmark concepts;
5. Identifying bigrams that the participants used as landmark concepts,
such as “fallen tree” (the two words preceding and the two words following the landmark words in the transcripts; Python scripts; NLTK);
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Figure 3.4. A schematic example of the natural language processing analysis of the
think-aloud protocols from the route traversal tasks

6. Grouping of the landmark concepts under maximally homogeneous
groups: “Structures”, “Passages”, “Trees and parts of trees”, “Waters”,
“Land cover”, “Rocks”, “Signs” and “Landforms” (for the descriptions of
landmark groups, see Pubs. II, IV); and
7. Counts of the landmark concepts and groups in the transcripts (Python
scripts; NLTK).
The selection and grouping of landmark concepts was originally made
for the season study (Pubs. II–IV) by a group of four experimenters (the
present author included) in order to reduce the subjectivity of the work.
The same landmark selection directives and landmark groups were used
for the time-of-day study (Publ. I) because the directives and groups were
observed to accord well with the set of landmarks in the time-of-day
study—the environments in the season and time-of-day studies resembled each other although the routes were located in different places.
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Figure 3.5. An example of the taxonomical hierarchy in the created landmark ontology
for hiking in nature (rendered using OWLViz in Protégé: Stanford Center for
Biomedical Informatics Research, 2014)

3.1.3

Construction of a landmark ontology for hiking in nature

The extracted landmark concepts and the created landmark groups
formed an initial two-level taxonomy based on which a formal landmark
ontology was constructed using the Protégé ontology editor (Publ. IV;
Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics Research, 2014). Landmark
groups were added to the taxonomy as top-level and landmark concepts
as bottom-level classes. In between, mid-level classes were inserted in
order to gather particularly similar landmark concepts under descriptive
classes (for an example, see Figure 3.5).
The landmark ontology was first created to model the landmark set
acquired in the season study. Later, the ontology was expanded to contain landmark classes that were not present in the think-aloud protocols of the season study but that are common in nature and can be of
use for hikers.

These inserted landmark classes were acquired from

the legends and specifications of the topographic and orienteering maps
(Maanmittauslaitos—National Land Survey of Finland, 2014; Ordnance
Survey, 2012; International Orienteering Federation, 2000) and from the
experience of the research group (Publ. IV). Later still, new landmarks encountered in the time-of-day study were included in the ontology in order
to further enhance the completeness of the landmark set in the ontology.
Presumably, this multi-source construction of the ontology should lead to
a rather complete and representative result in regards to useful wayfinding landmarks in nature because the landmarks are collected from both
the empirical and expert perspectives. The completeness is mainly restricted by the representativeness of the environment in the empirical
experiments.
The knowledge acquired through the nature trail studies on the perception of landmarks in particular nature conditions was incorporated
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Figure 3.6. An example of the use of object properties for creating defined classes in the
landmark ontology (rendered using OntoGraf in Protégé: Stanford Center for
Biomedical Informatics Research, 2014)

into the ontology by using object properties and defined classes (Horridge, 2011). Initially, the separate landmark ontology classes were defined disjoint so that the ontological reasoner could later make distinctions between the classes. Then, ontology classes were created for the
conditions that were linked using appropriate object properties to those
landmark classes that had been found to be particularly affected by the
conditions. Eventually, defined classes were created to enable the ontological reasoner to gather together landmark classes pointed out by the
object properties (for an example, see Figure 3.6).

3.1.4

Analysis of landmark recall

Analysis of landmark recall was conducted on the data acquired from the
sketch-map drawing and photo recognition tasks in order to answer the
research questions 3 and 4 (Sect. 1.3). The analyses are summarised in
the following paragraphs.

Landmark counts on sketch maps
Features drawn and written on the sketch maps were analysed by categorising them into the landmark groups defined in the analysis of landmark perception during route traversal (Pubs. I, II). This was a natural categorisation because the participants likely drew the same kinds of
landmarks that they had perceived during the route traversal. This also
enabled quantitative comparisons between the perception during route
traversal and recall by sketch maps. Each drawn and written feature
on a sketch map was counted as a landmark (for an example, see Figure 3.7). Particular attention was paid to the separable sections of continuous features in the “Passages”, “Waters”, “Land cover” and “Landforms”
landmark groups that were counted as individual landmarks (Publ. II). In
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Figure 3.7. An example of the categorisation of landmarks on a sketch map (extract): (1)
passage, (2) structure, (3) landform, (4) water landmark, (5) rock landmark,
(6) tree or a part of tree, (7) sign and (8) land cover (Publ. I)

order to reduce the subjectivity of the analysis, two researchers counted
the landmarks, after which they discussed and resolved the conflicts in
counts.
In the time-of-day study, the participants were asked to think aloud
while drawing a sketch map, but only landmarks really drawn on the map
were counted. The think-aloud protocols were transcribed and inspected
qualitatively.

Photo recognition statistics
In the time-of-day study, additional knowledge on the landmark recall
was achieved by counting the proportion of correct answers in the photo
recognition task (additional analysis for the present dissertation). The
photo recognition statistics were expected to reveal differences between
the landmark perception in the daytime and at night.

3.1.5

Statistical calculations

The counts on the use of landmark concepts and landmark groups in both
of the studies were normalised with regard to verbosity by using relative
frequencies (Pubs. I, II). Statistical comparisons were thus possible not
only between conditions but also between tasks, and differences between
landmark perception and recall could be addressed.
In order to identify the landmark concepts that the participants used in
significantly different frequencies between conditions, we ran two-tailed
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for each landmark by using the Scipy Python
package (Publ. I; Jones, Oliphant, Peterson et al., 2001–).
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Median measure and non-parametric statistical tests, namely permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA; Publ. I) as well
as Wilcoxon rank-sum and signed-rank tests (in the case of significant
main effects), were chosen for the statistical comparisons of the difference
in location in the presented studies (Pubs. I, II, IV). These non-parametric
measures provided robustness while the samples were small and the normality of the landmark frequency distributions was doubtful (Publ. I; Anderson, 2001; Fay and Proschan, 2010; Zimmerman and Zumbo, 1993).
The tests were run using the R software (R Core Team, 2014).
In addition to tests answering to the present research questions, statistical tests were also used for controlling the effects of the participants’
background variables on the distribution of landmarks among landmark
groups. In the case of significant effects, the Spearman correlation was
used for investigating the relationship between variables.

3.1.6

Comparisons between conditions

Conditions were compared within studies in regard to proposition classes,
landmark concepts and landmark groups (Pubs. I–IV). Proposition class
frequencies were compared between seasons using Wilcoxon rank-sum
tests for among-participants distributions. The tests were run separately
for the propositions along the entire route, at the decision points and
between decision points. In terms of landmark concepts, particular attention was paid to those concepts that every participant mentioned during route traversal within a condition as well as to those that were used
in only one condition within a study: these were likely to reveal differences in the perception between conditions. The landmark concepts were
ranked according to median frequency differences between conditions and
their frequency distributions were compared using Wilcoxon rank-sum
tests among participants between conditions in order to identify those
concepts that were mentioned with significantly differing frequencies between the conditions.
In terms of landmark groups, differences in the distributions of landmark group frequencies were tested for significance by using the Wilcoxon
rank-sum test between conditions within the studies. Particular attention
was paid to those groups that some participants did not mention at all.
The differences found can be considered as general indications of distinctions in the perception and recall between the conditions.

3.1.7

Comparisons between landmark perception and recall

Landmark perception and recall were compared within studies by comparing the distributions of landmark group frequencies (Pubs. I, II). Median differences and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used in the calcula-
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tions. The found differences are likely to reflect differences between the
route traversal think-aloud and sketch-map drawing methods but indications on the differences in the landmark recall itself can be found as
well.

3.2

Geo-image studies

The present dissertation addresses the support qualities of geospatial
images (abbr. geo-images) for wayfinding. This is carried out with two
groups of studies that both investigate the composition of geo-images but
approach the subject from the opposite perspectives in order to answer
the specified research questions (Sect. 1.3):
Geo-image evaluation study itemises the literature-based factors of
wayfinding support in geospatial images (RQs 5, 6; Publ. V); and
Elevation visualisation studies concentrate experimentally on the
particular qualities of different ways of elevation presentation on
geospatial images (RQs 6, 7; Pubs. VI, VII).
The methods used in the studies are presented in the following subsections (Sects. 3.2.1, 3.2.2) together with references to the original publications for details.

3.2.1

Geo-image evaluation study

In order to answer the Research question 5 and to survey the theme of
the Research question 6 (Sect. 1.3), general factors or image parameters
of wayfinding support in geospatial images were itemised based on the literature review about spatial knowledge (Publ. V; Sect. 2.2). Three image
parameters were identified that formed an evaluation framework used for
evaluating geo-images with regard to their support for the acquisition of
spatial knowledge. The image parameters, namely vantage point, number
of visible vertical features and visual realism, are presented in the following paragraphs together with their value ranges and their presumed support for the acquisition of spatial knowledge, for which landmark, route
and configuration knowledge are considered. The parameters treat geoimages as replicates of the human visual reality without treating semiotics in the images (for semiotic classifications, see, e.g. MacEachren,
1995). Seven types of geo-images that are common in wayfinding activities were evaluated. The image types are listed in Table 3.5 together
with their identified image parameters (for examples of geo-image types,
see Publ. V).
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Table 3.5. Geo-image types and their image parameters in the literature-based geoimage evaluation study
Geospatial image

Vantage point

Number of visible

Visual realism

vertical features
Symbolic 2D map

aerial vertical

non-existent

abstract

Aerial orthophoto

aerial vertical

low

photorealistic

Tilted 2D map

aerial oblique

non-existent

abstract

Oblique aerial

aerial oblique

high

photorealistic

Oblique 3D drawing

aerial oblique

high

low

Panoramic street

ground horizontal

comprehensive

photorealistic

ground horizontal

comprehensive

high

photo

view
Ground-level 3D
rendering

aerial
vertical
aerial
oblique

ground
horizontal
Figure 3.8. The three cases for vantage points in the evaluation framework for geoimages (Publ. V)

Vantage point
The vantage point refers to the three-dimensional viewpoint of a geospatial image. For the evaluation framework, three cases for vantage points
were identified: aerial vertical, aerial oblique and ground horizontal (Figure 3.8, Publ. V). Different vantage points can be simultaneously employed in geo-images in order to highlight certain types of features. For
instance, monuments in touristic city maps are typically depicted with an
aerial oblique vantage point, although the aerial vertical vantage point is
used for other contents.
With regard to wayfinding support, comprehensive investigations on the
effect of vantage points on spatial knowledge are missing. However, studies have shown the superiority of aerial oblique vantage point over the
other types, particularly in environments with lots of vertical features
(Fontaine, 2001; Schuchardt and Bowman, 2007). Aerial oblique vantage
point is advantageous for wayfinding due to its simultaneous depiction of
landmark details on vertical features (landmark knowledge) and structure of the environment (configuration knowledge).
The aerial vertical vantage point has, in many experiments, proved to
provide more useful spatial knowledge for wayfinding than the ground
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Figure 3.9. Number of visible vertical features is high in a horizontal photo (left) and
low in a satellite image (right, same region; Publ. V; © Google, Digital Earth
Technology, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, The GeoInformation Group and ZENRIN,
2012)

horizontal vantage point (e.g. Waller et al., 1998; Oulasvirta et al., 2009;
Hile, Vedantham, Cuellar, Liu, Gelfand, Grzeszczuk and Borriello, 2008),
but the ground horizontal vantage point may also lead to comprehensive
knowledge if repeatedly consulted (Waller et al., 1998).

Number of visible vertical features
The number of visible vertical features refers to the quantity of perceptible vertical faces of objects in a geospatial image. In other words, the
parameter refers to the extent in which vertical surfaces are visible in a
geo-image (for examples, see Figure 3.9). The selected vantage point controls the number of visible vertical features if there are vertical features in
the depicted area, but the number also depends on the presence of vertical
features in the data from which the geo-image is produced. The number of
visible vertical features may vary continuously from non-existent to comprehensive. For some geo-images, such as maps in navigators, selection of
vertical features may be conducted in order to show the vertical dimension
of significant landmarks only, such as the ones around crossings.
The importance of the number of visible vertical features in geo-images
for wayfinding is shown by the same studies that address differences between vantage points (Fontaine, 2001; Schuchardt and Bowman, 2007).
High number of visible vertical features is most beneficial from the
oblique vertical vantage point due to the acquisition of high amount of
landmark knowledge in addition to the route and configuration knowledge, but the ground horizontal vantage point together with the aerial vertical vantage point can also lead to a satisfying wayfinding performance
(Piovesana, Chen, Yu, Wu, Chan and Hung, 2010; Sjölinder et al., 2005).

Visual realism
Visual realism refers to how closely a geospatial image resembles the real
world and, correspondingly, how low the degree of abstraction is (Figure 3.10). Visual realism may vary between abstract and photorealistic
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Figure 3.10. Visual realism is high in a photogrammetric 3D rendering (left; © Google
and Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya, 2010) and low in a topographic map
(right; Publ. V; Oksanen, Schwarzbach, Sarjakoski and Sarjakoski, 2011)

cases. Mixed cases, such as abstract virtual environments highlighting
particular features with elevated visual realism, are also common.
The effect of visual realism has been studied mostly in virtual 3D environments where it has been suggested that high visual realism enhances
the acquisition of spatial knowledge (Meijer et al., 2009), increases the
sense of presence (e.g. Brogni, Vinayagamoorthy, Steed and Slater, 2006;
Slater, Khanna, Mortensen and Yu, 2009) and also is preferred by the
users (e.g. Cartwright, 2007; Fabrikant and Boughman, 2006). However,
the preferred visual realism has not always enhanced the acquisition of
spatial knowledge or has even caused negative effects (Hegarty, Smallman, Stull and Canham, 2009; Hegarty et al., 2012; Nikolic, 2007). Other
kinds of geo-images, such as street views or orthophotos, have not been
studied for the effect of visual realism, which leaves the question open
about the benefits of high visual realism.

3.2.2

Elevation visualisation studies

The literature review (Sects. 2.2, 2.5) and the geo-image evaluation studies (Sect. 3.2) on supportive factors of geo-images for wayfinding illustrate
the importance of the visualisation of vertical features in geo-images.
In this subsection, methods of the elevation visualisation studies are
described, targeted at addressing the visualisation of terrain relief on
geo-images in the sense of the research questions 6 and 7. The paragraph Experimental oblique parallel view below introduces a potential
3D map view that was developed for illustrating elevations in geo-images
(Publ. VI). The 3D map was then evaluated together with more common
methods of visualising elevation in an eye-tracking study as described in
the paragraph Eye-tracking evaluation of elevation visualisations below
(Publ. VII).
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Experimental oblique parallel view
An oblique parallel view was composed in an experimental manner in
order to explore potentially beneficial solutions for depicting terrain relief three-dimensionally on a geospatial image (Publ. VI). The goal was to
achieve high usability of the view in terms of intuitiveness and easy interpretability of the image as well as in terms of measurability of terrain
dimensions. The following four elements were experimented with for the
construction of the oblique parallel view:
Oblique parallel projection The oblique parallel projection is a viewing projection that is based on parallel projection rays and that results in a constant scale throughout the rendered image on planes
parallel or perpendicular to the projection plane (Graf and Nyström,
1958; Hearn and Baker, 1997). It is a potential projection for geospatial images not only because of the preserved scale but also because
of low occlusion behind tall features (Jenny and Patterson, 2007).
Use of the projection requires careful selection of horizontal and vertical viewing angles;
Directed lighting The direction of the light cast on the depicted terrain model affects the illustrativeness of the resulting image (Maass,
Jobst and Döllner, 2007; Döllner, 2007). Visible sides of vertical objects should be well illuminated, which guides the selection of the
horizontal lighting angle, taking into account that south-west is usually proposed (Jenny and Patterson, 2007). The vertical lighting angle affects the brightness of shading on the image and, hence, the
visibility of terrain details;
Hypsographic colouring and contours Hypsographic colouring, often applied using green-to-brown colour scale, is a colour-coding
method for facilitating the interpretation of terrain elevations in
geospatial images (Imhof, 1965/1982). It can be complemented using
elevation contours with smaller elevation intervals; and
Equilateral and equiangular grid An equilateral and equiangular
grid is a graphic metric reference with thin lines, in which the
lengths of grid segments and the angles between the segments
are equal. Three kinds of equilateral and equiangular grids exist:
square, triangular and hexagonal. When draped on a 3D geo-image,
an equilateral and equiangular grid can support easy visual approximation of distances, directions and surface areas in the image.
The oblique parallel view presented in this dissertation was rendered
using the 3D terrain modelling software Natural Scene Designer Pro 5.0
and a high-accuracy digital elevation model from a laser scanning of a
southern Finnish national park area (resolution 1 m, elevation accuracy
20 cm; Sarjakoski, Sarjakoski and Kuittinen, 2007b).
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Eye-tracking evaluation of elevation visualisations
In order to study the effects of different elevation visualisations on the
map viewing, three types of topographic map images were investigated
with an eye-tracking study (Publ. VII; Irvankoski, 2012).

Real topo-

graphic maps (Oksanen, Schwarzbach, Sarjakoski and Sarjakoski, 2011)
were utilised with the following elevation visualisations (Figure 3.11):
Contour lines Regular contour lines with 5 m intervals and wider index
lines in every 20 m with elevation labels;
Relief shading Slope shading in addition to contour lines (the original
map from Oksanen et al., 2011); and
Oblique parallel projection The map rendered in an oblique parallel
projection on digital elevation model of high accuracy, as described
above (see also Publ. VI). Rendering parameters and a triangular
grid were selected according to the results from the development of
the oblique parallel view for the same terrain (Sect. 4.2.2; Publ. VI).
The eye-tracking study was carried out with 26 student participants who
had not been educated in geographic sciences. The participants performed
the same three map-viewing tasks in three groups, each group with a
different map image type. The tasks and their order were as follows:
1. Visual search Search for an abstract pentagon symbol (39 map images);
2. Area selection Selection and drawing of an area where one would
like to go hiking (8 map images); and
3. Route planning Planning and drawing of a truly realisable route
between marked points (8 map images).
For each map image, response times, correctness of the answer, drawings and eye movements were recorded as applicable; also the participants’ oral explanations about their choices were recorded (Publ. VII).
Background information on the participants was collected using a questionnaire that also contained questions about the participants’ experience
on map use. No differences were found between the groups according to
the questionnaire.
The collected data were analysed using non-parametric statistical tests.
For comparisons between groups (visualisation types), Kruskal-Wallis
tests were run, followed by pair-wise Wilcoxon rank-sum tests in cases
of significance from the Kruskal-Wallis test.
for multiple comparisons were used.

Bonferroni adjustments

For comparisons between tasks

(within participants), Friedman rank tests were run, followed by Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed-rank tests in cases of significance (Bonferroni corrections). Spearman correlations were calculated for examining relationships between response time and eye-movement measures.
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(a) Contour lines

(b) Relief shading

(c) Oblique parallel projection
Figure 3.11. Examples of map images with different elevation visualisations in the eyetracking studies (Publ. VII)
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4. Results

4.1

Nature trail studies

The results on the season and time-of-day studies are summarised in
the following subsections from the viewpoints of the landmark perception during route traversal, landmark recall after traversal and comparison between the two (Sects. 4.1.1–4.1.4). The subsections are divided into
paragraphs that are devoted to different analysis methods of the subject.
Details on the results can be found in the respective original publications
as referred to in the text.

4.1.1

Landmark perception

Landmark perception was studied using route traversal tasks that were
analysed with regard to proposition contents, landmark concepts and
landmark groups, under which subheadings the results are presented in
the following paragraphs.

Proposition contents
The classification of proposition contents during route traversal was carried out only in the season study in which the participants stated a total
of 2614 propositions in the summer and 2508 propositions in the winter
(Pubs. III, IV). Figure 4.1 presents the distribution of the propositions
into the Denis’s (1997) classes in both seasons and in relation to the decision points that the participants pointed out on the route. The numbers
of noted decision points varied from 7 to 18 out of 24 and distributed similarly in both seasons (Publ. III).
The participants mentioned landmarks in a high majority of propositions both in the summer (77% in the “Action and landmark”, “Landmark
only” and “Landmark description” classes) and in the winter (70%). The
difference between the seasons resulted mainly from the elevated proportions of the “Action only” and “Commentary” classes in the winter, as well
as from the greater use of “Landmark only” propositions in the summer
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Figure 4.1. Distributions of the thinking aloud propositions from the route traversals
into the Denis’s (1997) classes (season study)

(Pubs. III, IV). Although the difference was relatively large (7 percentage
points, pps), it was not significant between the distributions among the
summer and winter participants (statistical calculation for the dissertation; W = 56, p = 0.68).
Approximately one-third of the propositions were spoken at decision
points that were found to be the main source of the differences between
the summer and winter propositions: statistically significant differences
in the proportions of proposition classes between the seasons were found
at decision points but not between them (Publ. IV). The participants mentioned landmarks in a higher number of propositions at decision points
than along the entire route (86% in the summer and 73% in the winter)
mainly due to the elevated proportion of the “Action and landmark” proposition class—actions were most often related to landmarks at decision
points when introducing route alternatives as asked in the assignment
(Publ. IV).
Between decision points, the distribution of propositions resembled that
along the entire route. The participants mentioned landmarks slightly
less often than along the entire route (73% in the summer and 68% in the
winter) and the number of the “Action and landmark” propositions was
considerably lower.
The “Commentary” proposition class composed an important proportion
of all propositions both in the summer and winter and varied considerably
between participants (2–51%). The participants often begun to describe
aspects of the environment irrelevant to the assignment. These included
birdsong in the summer and snow in the winter—the snow accounting for
a high number of commentaries in the winter.

Landmark concepts
The natural language processing of the route traversal think-aloud protocols resulted in precise counts of words and landmarks in the protocols (Pubs. I–IV). Table 4.1 presents the overall counts in the protocols.
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Table 4.1. Overall counts from the natural language processing of the think-aloud protocols of the route traversal tasks
Measure
Total word count
Landmark count
Landmark percentage a
Landmark concepts
a

SUMMER

WINTER

SUM

DAY

NIGHT

SUM

15, 413
1, 560
10.12%
60

11, 092
1, 129
10.18%
59

26, 505
2, 689
10.14%
62

11, 762
1, 174
9.98%
55

14, 123
1, 456
10.31%
56

25, 885
2, 630
10.16%
62

count
Landmark percentage = TLandmark
The measure is approximate: some
otal word count
landmarks contain several words

Table 4.2. Landmark concepts mentioned repeatedly in only one condition during each
route traversal study. Landmarks are presented in the decreasing order of
frequency
SUMMER

WINTER

DAY

NIGHT

1. pit

1. witch’s broom

1. water slide

1. pine tree

2. graffiti

2. coniferous trees

3. leaning tree

3. tall grass

4. courtyard

4. shrubbery

5. slope ramp

5. goat willow

2. marsh

6. flat
7. boulder field

These were highly similar for the season and time-of-day studies. Particularly, the landmark percentage was close to 10% in all the conditions,
and the number of the mentioned landmark concepts was approximately
the same.
The participants in the summer and night conditions used landmark
concepts more consistently in their descriptions than the winter and day
participants: there were six landmarks that every participant used specifically in the summer condition and seven in the night condition, whereas
the respective numbers for the winter and day conditions were two and
one (Figure 4.2). Three landmark concepts were highlighted in both studies (“footpath”, “fallen tree” and “bridge”), but none of the landmarks was
common for all the four conditions. With the time-of-day study, the winter
condition contained no common landmark concepts that every participant
would have used. The landmarks that every participant used in a specified condition were observed to be particularly salient in that condition
(Pubs. I, IV). “Streetlamp” is a particular example of illuminated landmarks that was used as a distant landmark at night.
The sets of mentioned landmarks differed more between the conditions
in the time-of-day study than in the season study: five landmark concepts
were mentioned only in the day and seven concepts in the night condition,
whereas the respective numbers were two and one for the summer and
winter conditions (Table 4.2). The landmarks that were mentioned only
in one condition were observed not to stand out in the other condition
(Pubs. I, IV).
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SUMMER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

spruce
footpath
fallen tree
cliff
bridge
anthill

BOTH
1. house
2. lake
3. parking lot
4. creek

BOTH

DAY 1. stairs

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

road
fallen tree
hill
footpath
bridge
boat shore

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1. uphill
WINTER
2. info board

route mark
river
outdoor track
info board
spruce trees
underpass
streetlamp

NIGHT

Figure 4.2. Landmarks mentioned by every participant in a condition during route
traversals (emphasised if present both in the season and time-of-day studies). Landmarks are presented in the decreasing order of frequency

Table 4.3 presents the 15 most frequently mentioned landmark concepts
during the route traversal thinking aloud in the nature trail studies. The
sets of landmarks in the top 15 were highly similar between the conditions
within the studies except for a few landmarks (Pubs. I, IV). Three landmarks were in top 15 in all the conditions even if the routes were different
between the studies, namely “road”, “fallen tree” and “route mark”.
Table 4.4 presents the landmarks the frequencies of which differed significantly in the route traversal think-aloud protocols between the conditions within the studies. Many differences resulted from simple visibility differences between conditions (landmark visible or not visible), but
some were also related to the change of salience between conditions (e.g.
“footpath”, “standing rootstock”; Pubs. I, IV; Figure 3.2). “Footpath” was
the only landmark that differed significantly between conditions in both
studies, the difference originating from the differing salience in the field
of view.

Landmark groups
The gathering of the landmark concepts into landmark groups allowed
for a general view on the landmark types in the route traversal protocols (Pubs. I–IV). Figure 4.3 presents the landmark group frequency distributions, during route traversal in the two studies. The distributions
clearly illustrate the differing presences of the landmark groups along
the two routes. For example, in the time-of-day study, there were numerous salient route markings along the nature trail, which resulted
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Table 4.3. The 15 most frequently mentioned landmark concepts in each condition during route traversal. Boldface
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Table 4.4. Statistically significant differences in the landmark frequencies during route
traversal between conditions among studies
SEASON STUDY

a
b

High cond a

Lmf diff b

2.8 pps
1.7 pps
1.2 pps
0.8 pps
2.4 pps
1.4 pps
0.6 pps

footpath

summer

crossing

summer

anthill

summer

shore

summer

uphill

winter

house

winter

railing

winter

High cond a

Lmf diff b

footpath

day

boulder

night

standing rootstock

night

streetlamp

night

0.9 pps
1.9 pps
1.2 pps
0.9 pps

TIME-OF-DAY STUDY

Condition in which the landmark frequency was significantly higher
Median difference among participants in the landmark frequency between conditions

in an elevated frequency of “Signs” landmarks compared to the season
study. On the other hand, “Trees and parts of trees” landmarks were
frequently mentioned in the season study in which the route traversed a
large forested area without many other particular landmarks, which was
not the case in the time-of-day study. “Rocks” landmarks were mentioned
more frequently in the season study because there were considerable cliffs
saliently visible from the route.
In both studies, the “Structures” group had high frequency ranking
among the landmark groups (1st and 3rd), even though the routes ran
mostly outside built areas. The participants almost always mentioned
everything that was built in the terrain. “Waters” was also a muchmentioned group in both studies (2nd and 4th)—the routes ran for long
distances close to lakes and small rivers.
The two-way PERMANOVA resulted in significant main effects for season (p = 0.02), time-of-day (p = 0.03) and task in both studies (p < 0.001).
No significant interaction effects occurred between the environmental
conditions and tasks in either of the studies. Consequently, statistical
analyses were continued using univariate tests.
The “Passages” landmark group was importantly frequent in the two
studies (1st and 4th) but less in the season study in which “Passages”
landmarks were relatively rarely mentioned in the winter condition. The
difference between conditions was the largest one measured in the two
studies (9.6 pps median difference; Figure 4.3), and it was also statistically
highly significant (p = 0.0009). The simple fact that roads, paths and
crossings were covered by snow caused them to be mentioned much less
often in the winter than in the summer, even when the paths were opened
before test sessions by walking.
“Landforms” was the other landmark group that scored statistical significance between the seasonal conditions, as it was mentioned more in
the winter (3.9 pps). The absent ground and vegetation details and continuous snow surface in the wintertime caused participants to perceive
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Figure 4.3. Relative frequencies of the landmark groups in the route traversal tasks.
Solid bars depict medians among participants and error bars 95% confidence
intervals for percentile bootstrapped medians (Efron, 1979). Stars denote
significant differences between conditions (*** p < 0.001; * p < 0.05)
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Table 4.5. Landmark groups that some participants did not mention at all during route
traversal. Parentheses denote multiple occurrences
SUMMER
Landforms (2)

WINTER

DAY

NIGHT

Passages

Rocks

Rocks

Land cover

Signs (2)

and mention large landforms more readily in the winter. Slippery slopes
also gained many mentions during route traversals.
In the time-of-day study, the statistically significant differences between conditions occurred in the “Waters” and “Rocks” landmark groups
(Figure 4.3). “Waters” landmarks were saliently visible in the daytime
whereas they disappeared in the darkness of night, and “Rocks” landmarks were highly salient in the spotlight of the headlamp at night but
not that much in the ambient daylight.
Most of the participants of the two studies used all the landmark groups
in their route traversal descriptions. However, eight participants did not
mention some of the landmark groups at all (Table 4.5). The missing landmark groups support the results of the landmark group frequencies: the
groups without mentions were mostly those that were used significantly
less frequently in the respective conditions.
One-way PERMANOVAs for the background variables against distributions of landmarks between landmark groups showed significant main
effect for experience of nature in the season study (additional analysis
for the present dissertation) and for age and experience with orienteering
maps in the time-of-day study. In the season study, experience of nature
correlated slightly positively with the mentions of “Waters” (ρ = 0.39) and
“Rocks” (ρ = 0.24) landmarks and slightly negatively with “Land cover”
landmarks (ρ = −0.23) (additional analysis for the present dissertation).

Experience of nature did not correlate with any of the other background
variables.
In the time-of-day study, age correlated slightly positively with “Waters” and slightly negatively with “Signs” landmarks whereas experience
with orienteering maps correlated negatively with the frequency of “Waters” landmarks (Publ. I). Among background variables, age correlate positively with the frequency of going out in nature and negatively with the
experience with orienteering and topographic maps. That is, younger
participants used more orienteering and topographic maps although they
went out in nature less frequently than older participants.
In the time-of-day study, the amount of positive and negative answers
to the question of whether the task assignments differed was equal between the day participants. The night participants answered the question
mostly positively (Publ. I).
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4.1.2

Landmark ontology for hiking in nature

The two empirical nature trail studies together with the review of map
legends and researchers’ knowledge resulted in a rather complete set
of essential landmarks for pedestrian wayfinding in nature (Publ. IV):
the landmark taxonomy finalised for this dissertation expanded to 115
bottom-level named classes for landmarks gathered in the 8 top-level
named classes for landmark groups. The 34 middle-level named classes
were defined in between, which increased the depth of the ontology up
to five levels (including the top class “hikingLandmark”). The included
classes represent, above all, Nordic-like forested recreational environments from a hiker’s perspective and are applicable for guiding navigation primarily under such conditions. However, the most important kinds
of landmarks in most environments in nature are certainly included.
The changing conditions in nature were included in the ontology by using a simple three-level taxonomy including four named classes for the
conditions in the nature trail studies. Two object properties were added in
the ontology in order to direct the use of the landmark classes for navigation guidance under different conditions: “isEasilyPerceptibleLandmarkInCondition” and “isHardlyPerceptibleLandmarkInCondition”. “isEasilyPerceptibleLandmarkInCondition” was applied to a selection of those
landmarks that every participant of a condition mentioned in the nature
trail studies and of those landmarks that scored a statistically significant
superior frequency for either condition. “isHardlyPerceptibleLandmarkInCondition” was applied to a selection of landmarks that were used in
one condition only, which was interpreted as an indication of difficulty to
perceive the object in the other condition. We tagged only those landmark
classes that could be truly used for navigation guidance according to the
condition defined by the object property.
With the aid of an ontological reasoner (Hermit 1.3.7 in the Protégé),
the landmark classes denoted by object properties were gathered together
into eight defined classes as listed in the following (ordered by frequency
in the nature trail studies—increasing order for “easilyPerceptible...” and
decreasing for “hardlyPerceptible...”):
easilyPerceptibleSummerLandmark: footpath, crossing, fallenTree,
cliff, bridge, anthill;
hardlyPerceptibleSummerLandmark: witchsBroom;
easilyPerceptibleWinterLandmark: railing;
hardlyPerceptibleWinterLandmark: marsh, pit;
easilyPerceptibleDayLandmark: footpath;
hardlyPerceptibleDayLandmark: no landmarks;
easilyPerceptibleNightLandmark: routeMark, river, outdoorTrack,
infoBoard, spruceTrees, streetlamp, standingRootstock; and
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hardlyPerceptibleNightLandmark: slopeRamp, leaningTree, courtyard.
All the ontology classes and their relationships are illustrated graphically in the Appendix.
A previous version of the landmark ontology is described in Publication IV. At that phase, only the season study was carried out and the
ontology was particularly prepared to consider seasons with somewhat
different formulation of the object properties based on negations such as
“isUnreliableWinterLandmark”. Additionally, in relation to hikers’ locomotion modalities, landmarks were tagged with correspondingly named
classes and object properties, such as “skiing” and “isUnfeasibleLandmarkForLocomotionModality”. Overall, for both the previous and present
versions, the ontological modelling was found to be a useful means of processing landmark sets for applications while taking into account different
conditions.

4.1.3

Landmark recall

Landmark recall was investigated with sketch-map drawing in both studies and with photo recognition in the time-of-day study. The results from
these methods are presented in the following paragraphs.

Sketch maps
The counting of landmark features on the sketch maps and categorising
them into landmark groups demonstrated high similarity between the
two categorising researchers (Pubs. I, II). Differences found were reinvestigated together and common decisions were made about the final counts
and categorisations.
The participants drew a total of 600 landmark features on the sketch
maps in the season study (327 in summer and 273 in winter). In the timeof-day study, the total number was 571 (164 in the daytime and 290 at
night). Figure 4.4 shows the resulting relative frequency distributions of
landmarks drawn into landmark groups.
The frequency distributions of landmark groups resembled each other
in the season and time-of-day studies: the four most frequent groups
were the same and with the same order of magnitude (Figure 4.4). “Passages” and “Structures” were clearly the most frequently drawn landmark
groups, reflecting the central role of the “Passages” landmarks in routelike sketch maps and the importance of saliently visible “Structures” landmarks for the conception of the route. “Waters” and “Landforms” landmark groups contained wide features that the participants used as frames
for the sketch maps in addition to passage landmarks.
The sketch maps contained no statistically significant differences in the
landmark group frequencies between conditions in either study. The par-
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Figure 4.4. Relative frequencies of the landmark groups on the sketch maps. Solid bars
depict medians among participants and error bars 95% confidence intervals
for percentile bootstrapped medians (Efron, 1979). No significances occurred
between conditions

ticipants drew sketch maps using unexpectedly similar kinds of landmarks between the conditions.
Contrary to the route traversal thinking aloud, many participants left
several landmark groups completely undrawn on the sketch maps (additional analysis for the present dissertation; Figure 4.5). The five undrawn
landmark groups were exactly same in all four conditions and they support the results from the frequency counts: in all the conditions, “Trees
and parts of trees” as well as “Signs” were most often left undrawn. As
for the “Land cover” and “Landform” landmark groups, some variation
was observed between conditions: “Land cover” landmarks were left undrawn particularly at night when land cover was less perceptible as a
larger whole. “Landforms” landmarks were not drawn particularly in the
winter condition, even if they were readily perceived. “Landforms” landmarks were neither drawn at night, even if the hillslopes seemed to be
easily perceivable visually and through sensorimotor perception.
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Figure 4.5. Proportions of participants who did not draw each landmark group on a
sketch map

Photo recognition
The participants clearly surpassed the chance level in the photo recognition task conducted in the time-of-day study, both in the day and night
conditions (median accuracy 0.71 in the daytime and 0.67 at night; additional analysis for the present dissertation). No statistically significant
difference on accuracy was present between the conditions, which indicates that the conditions did not affect the scene recall.

4.1.4

Comparison between landmark perception and recall

The distributions of relative frequencies of landmark groups drawn on the
sketch maps differed considerably in all the conditions from those mentioned during the route traversal (Figure 4.6; Pubs. I, II). Moreover, the
frequency differences between the tasks were highly similar in all the conditions. “Passages” were always significantly more frequent on the sketch
maps than in the route traversal thinking aloud and “Structures” always
except in the summer condition. The central role of the “Passages” landmarks for route-like sketch maps elevated their frequency on the sketch
maps. As for the “Structures” landmarks, the participants presumably recalled them easily due to the salience in the nature, but they also regarded
them as important for the conceptualisation of the route.
The rest of the landmark groups were always used more in the route
traversal thinking aloud apart from “Landforms”: the difference for the
“Trees and parts of trees” and “Signs” landmark groups scored significance in all the conditions and “Rocks” did so in all but the day condition.
The participants seemed to perceive these landmark groups easily during route traversal but did not remember or did not choose to draw such
repeatedly appearing landmarks that mostly resembled each other. “Waters” and “Land cover” were used with insignificantly different frequencies for both tasks in all the conditions.
The differences between tasks varied the most for the “Landforms” landmark group: significance was present only in the day condition for higher
frequency during the route traversal. In the summer condition, excep-
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Figure 4.6. Differences of medians in the relative frequencies of the landmark groups
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route traversal thinking aloud and right-side bars present groups that were
used more on the sketch maps. Stars denote significant differences (*** p <
0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05)

tionally, the “Landforms” landmarks were more frequent on the sketch
maps, although not significantly. In the time-of-day study, the “Landforms” landmarks were widely visible only in the day condition, which
caused the difference in frequency differences between day and night.

4.2

Geo-image studies

The following subsections (Sects. 4.2.1, 4.2.2) present summarised results
from the evaluation of wayfinding support in geospatial images and from
the eye-tracking study on elevation visualisations. The reader is guided
to see detailed results in the original publications as referred to in the
text.

4.2.1

Geo-image evaluation study

The evaluation of the seven commonly used geospatial image types resulted in a literature-founded theoretical and empirical understanding of
the support for the landmark, route and configuration types of spatial
knowledge for each image type (Publ. V), as illustrated in Figure 4.7. The
sum of the evaluations for separate knowledge types can be regarded as a
rough measure for overall support that an image type provides for spatial
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Legend:
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Landmark knowledge
Route knowledge
Conﬁguration knowledge

Aerial orthophoto

Figure 4.7. Support for the types of spatial knowledge in common geo-images. The sizes
of the triangles illustrate the support evaluated using the developed evaluation framework (Publ. V)

knowledge in wayfinding. All the three knowledge types contribute with
equal importance.
Table 4.6 presents particular experimental findings in the literature on
the evaluated geo-image types related to the acquisition of spatial knowledge for wayfinding (for descriptions, see Publ. V). Several image types
lack reliable experimental evidence on their support for acquiring spatial
knowledge.
Overall, geospatial images with aerial oblique vantage point possess,
both theoretically and experimentally, the strongest support for spatial
knowledge for wayfinding: landmark, route and configuration knowledge
can all be gained efficiently from a single image.
According to the literature, the acquisition of landmark knowledge alone
is supported most by panoramic street views and ground-level 3D renderings in which detailed views on landmark features are visible. Sole
route knowledge is best acquired from the oblique aerial photos in which
both the structure of the route and the surroundings of decision points
are equally visible. Configuration knowledge alone is best acquired from
symbolic 2D maps and oblique 3D drawings that can provide a rapidly interpretable and comprehensive view on the structure of the environment
in an abstract form while representing the most essential landmark features for wayfinding.
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Table 4.6. Experimental findings in the literature on the wayfinding support in the evaluated geo-images
Geo-image type

Experimental findings from the literature

Symbolic 2D map

• Rapid acquisition of accurate spatial knowledge (Oulasvirta
et al., 2009; Waller et al., 1998; Richardson et al., 1999;
Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982)
• Challenging interpretation of symbols (Münzer et al., 2012;
Sjölinder et al., 2005)

Aerial orthophoto

◦ Preferred to street photos in route planning and navigation
(Hile et al., 2008)

Tilted 2D map

• No explicit experimental results found

Oblique aerial photo

◦ No explicit experimental results found

Oblique 3D drawing

• Effective for wayfinding in complex built environments
(Fontaine, 2001)
• Preferred to photorealistic 3D rendering (Plesa and
Cartwright, 2008)

Panoramic street views

◦ Mostly used at decision points (Hile et al., 2008; Liu et al.,

Ground-level 3D rendering

• Mostly used for landmark features (Oulasvirta et al., 2009)

2009)

• Difficult to steer the view (Oulasvirta et al., 2009; Sjölinder
et al., 2005; Waller et al., 1998)

4.2.2

Elevation visualisation studies

The development of an oblique parallel view prepared way for the eyetracking study of which the oblique parallel view was a particular part.
The main results from these investigations on elevation visualisations are
presented in the following paragraphs.

Development of an oblique parallel view
An experimental composition of an oblique parallel view resulted in
the view shown in Figure 4.8 with the elements configured as follows
(Publ. VI):
Oblique parallel projection Horizontal viewing direction was fixed by
the rendering software to 180° (towards north). Vertical viewing angle was set to 23°, that allowed for a three-dimensional impression,
due to a slight occlusion of back-facing slopes in the depicted terrain;
Directed lighting Horizontal lighting angle was set to the south-east
(light towards north-west), due to the prolonged southern slopes in
the view and the direction of hills in the terrain. Vertical lighting angle was set to 25°, as it was found to provide an appropriate brightness for depicting terrain details in the view;
Hypsographic colouring and contours A green-to-brown hypsographic colouring in 10 m elevation intervals was added to the image,
which produced five elevation classes in the depicted terrain; and
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Figure 4.8. The experimental oblique parallel view with an equilateral triangular grid
(segment length 50 m)
Table 4.7. Statistically significant differences in the response times and eye-movement
measures between elevation visualisations
Experimental measure

Visual search task

Response times

• Oblique parallel projection > Contour lines

Number of fixations

◦ Oblique parallel projection > Contour lines

• Oblique parallel projection > Relief shading

Fixation durations

• Contour lines > Relief shading

Equilateral and equiangular grid A triangular equilateral grid was
selected for the view due to its beneficial properties for depicting
distances and directions. Segment length was set to 50 m to provide
a sufficiently dense grid without excessively interfering with the underlying map image.

Eye-tracking evaluation of elevation visualisations
Table 4.7 presents statistically significant differences in response times
and eye-movement measures found between elevation visualisations in
the eye-tracking study (Publ. VII). Notably, no significant differences occurred in the area selection or route planning tasks but several were
found in the visual search task.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the fixation durations and saccade amplitudes
in the study. The difference in the measures with the oblique parallel view compared to the two other map images is clearly visible. The
higher number of fixations with the oblique parallel view corresponds to
longer response times, which was verified by a high correlation measure
(ρ = 0.956).
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Figure 4.9. Fixation durations and saccade amplitudes by visualisation in the eyetracking tasks (Publ. VII)
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5. Discussion and conclusions

5.1

Nature trail studies

Nature trail studies addressed landmark perception and recall in the
changing conditions of nature. In line with the a priori hypothesis (for
the RQ 6), the importance of landmarks was found high for the conceptualisation of a route in nature—similarly to the previous studies with
different kinds of environments and set-ups. The perceived landmark
types were found route-specific, but generally significant landmark concepts and landmark groups for nature were also identified. Significant
differences were discovered in the perception of landmark groups along
routes between the summer and winter conditions as well as between the
day and night conditions. However, unexpectedly, no significant differences were present in the recall of landmarks according to the used measures.

5.1.1

Landmark perception in nature

Contents of concurrent route descriptions
In the season study, the classification of proposition contents was conducted according to Denis (1997), but, due to the different aims of that
study, the experimental set-up differed from his and from later applications (Fontaine and Denis, 1999; Daniel and Denis, 2004; Brosset et al.,
2008; Rehrl et al., 2009): the experiments were carried out in nature instead of an urban environment and route descriptions were collected concurrently while walking on a route instead of resorting to distant recall
(Pubs. I–IV). The assignment for the participants of this study was to
describe prominent things in the surroundings of the route, whereas, in
the former studies, the participants had been asked to describe the route
to another person. Despite these differences, the overall proportions of
the three landmark-related proposition classes were in both cases high in
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comparison with the previous studies, confirming the importance of landmarks for the conception of a route also in nature.
The frequencies of the “Landmark” and “Landmark description” that
were higher and the frequencies of “Action” and “Action and landmark”
proposition classes that were lower than those in the previous studies
seemed to be caused by the nature as environment: the participants gave
more landmark introductions and descriptions because landmarks were
less easily identifiable. More descriptions consolidated the recognition of
the location (Publ. III). Action-related propositions were given mostly at
decision points where route alternatives with directions were introduced,
and actions were combined with landmarks in most cases. The frequency
of landmark-related classes was elevated at decision points, reflecting the
need to describe the potential route alternatives unambiguously. Landmarks have been found to be the most important at decision points also in
previous studies (Denis, 1997; Michon and Denis, 2001; Janzen and van
Turennout, 2004). The average frequency of commentaries was high but
varied a lot among participants. The high average resulted from numerous mentions of temporary features, such as snow, footprints and flowers,
which were not regarded as landmarks in the study because of their impermanence. Previous studies in urban environments had improbably
encountered many such features.
Significant differences in the proposition contents between seasons occurred particularly at decision points where the “Landmark” class was
used more in the summer than in the winter while in case of the “Action” class it was the other way around (Publ. III). Summer scenes seemed
to provide the participants with more landmarks to refer to than winter
scenes, in which many landmarks were covered by snow.
The classification of proposition contents was found an ambiguous and
laborious task although the Denis’s (1997) model was applied straightforwardly (Publ. III). The researcher group had to set many rules in order to achieve objective classifications, but ambiguous propositions still
occurred. Eventually, double-checks confirmed the validity of the classifications even though the sensitivity of the method to the application
case was observed and the validity between different studies was found
slightly unclear. However, the similar magnitudes of proportion classes
in all the studies reliably illustrate the high importance of landmarks for
route conception, which clearly answers to the present Research question 1. The classification of propositions in the season study was regarded
representative of nature as environment and the classification was not
repeated in the time-of-day study due to the high labour requirement.

Highlighted landmark concepts and groups
The natural language processing analysis provided a detailed quantitative view on the use of landmark concepts and groups in the think-aloud
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protocols collected from route traversal tasks (Pubs. I–IV). Individual
landmark concepts with highlighted perceptual importance were identified as those mentioned by every participant in a condition and those
among the 15 most frequently mentioned landmarks. These landmark
concepts can be used for reliable route guidance in nature. The landmark concepts highlighted in both studies despite different routes can
be regarded as perceptually highly reliable landmarks in nature (“road”,
“fallen tree”, “route mark”, “footpath”, “bridge”). In addition, conditionspecific landmarks were identified that should not be extensively used for
route guidance in other conditions; the participants mentioned these in
one condition only.
Although the routes differed in the two studies, the studies identified
particularly useful landmark groups for route guidance that should be
given priority in wayfinding applications for nature (Pubs. I–IV). The
participants mentioned almost all built landmarks that they saw, which
made the “Structures” landmark group one of the most frequent, as built
features appear very prominent in nature. The participants also mentioned the “Passages” and “Waters” landmark groups very frequently in
both studies.
The present results on the particularly supportive nature landmarks for
wayfinding elaborate and support the few previous results that concerned
nature without any buildings. Wayfinding in nature usually takes place in
terrains where some built features can be encountered, and these should
be considered in the research. Whitaker and Cuqlock-Knopp (1992) did
consider structure landmarks in their study and found them the most frequent landmarks in navigation memories, which accords with the present
results. Passage landmarks have also been found important in previous studies, as is the case in the study of Le Yaouanc et al. (2010) who
found frequent notes of footpaths in photographs. Moreover, water landmarks have drawn attention in previous studies as they did in the studies
of this dissertation (Whitaker and Cuqlock-Knopp, 1992; Snowdon and
Kray, 2009; Le Yaouanc et al., 2010). Altogether, structure, passage and
water landmarks seem to be generally useful landmarks in nature.
The shortcomings of the previous studies have been not to address the
perceived landmark sets as a whole or investigate the distribution of landmarks among different types. This kind of approach was taken in the
studies of this dissertation, resulting in a more comprehensive understanding of the relative importances of landmark types in nature.

Differences in landmark perception between the conditions
The few significant frequency differences for individual landmark concepts between conditions were caused by visibility factors: snow hid some
features in the winter and made some more salient whereas headlamp
spot highlighted some brightly coloured features at night (Pubs. I, IV).
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“Footpath” was particularly affected by the condition changes due to losing salience in the winter and at night.
Differences in landmark group frequencies emphasised the particularities of conditions in regard to landmark perception (Pubs. I, IV). Seasonal
changes of vegetation and snow cover were found to be the main causes
of differences in perception. “Passages” landmarks were less prominent
in snowy winter scenes than in the summer and thus significantly less
frequently mentioned. Due to the continuous snow surface in the winter,
“Landforms” landmarks became visually more salient in the winter and
required greater effort in slope-climbing, resulting in significantly higher
frequency of mentions. The particularity of landforms as landmarks in the
winter was also found with skitourers in the study of Rehrl and Leitinger
(2008), in which the mountainous terrain certainly promoted the use of
landforms. Interestingly, although not statistically significantly, differences occurred in the vegetation landmark groups between seasons: the
“Trees and parts of trees” group was more frequent in the winter and
the “Land cover” group in the summer. The participants’ visual attention
seemed to focus on vegetation patterns in the summer and on individual
trees and plants in the winter when the green natural growth (hay and
leaves) was absent.
Time-of-day significantly affected the perception of the “Waters” and
“Rocks” landmarks, due to the different reflections of lighting: ambient
daylight illuminated the “Waters” landmarks prominently but did not
highlight rock surfaces as did the headlamp spot in the darkness (Publ. I).
A particular difference was found between day and night in the use of
distant landmarks (Publ. I). The participants readily perceived illuminated features at night, most of all “streetlamp” and lines of streetlamps,
and used them as distant and orientation landmarks while walking. In
the good visibility conditions of daytime, more distant and spatially extensive landmarks not seen at all at night were used.
Background differences of the participants in age, experience of nature
and experience with orienteering maps were found to affect the use of
landmark groups (Publ. I; additional analyses for the present dissertation). “Waters”, especially, was used more by those with higher age and
experience of nature but less by those with more experience in orienteering maps. The observed differences should be studied more in future in
order to increase the understanding of individul differences in the use of
landmarks.
Studies have not previously addressed the effect of changing conditions
of nature on the landmark types used. Winter landmarks have been explored (Rehrl and Leitinger, 2008) and night-like environments have been
shown to affect the perception and conception of landmarks (Steck and
Mallot, 2000; Bishop and Rohrmann, 2003; Winter et al., 2005), but the
present studies are the first to systematically compare the conditions in a
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quantitative manner. The achieved results should be verified and refined
with further studies on the subject.

5.1.2

Landmark ontology for hiking in nature

The construction of the application ontology based on empirical thinkaloud data from walking in nature resulted in a perceptionally proven
landmark ontology that can be used for selecting landmarks for hiking
route guidance at least in Nordic-like forest environments in different
conditions (Publ. IV; extension of the ontology for the present dissertation). The completion of the ontology with map legends and researchers’
expertise was necessary in order to include landmark concepts that were
not present along the experimental routes in the studies. The ontology
may still be lacking some useful nature landmarks that could be inserted
in the future, based on complementary studies. However, the present comprehensiveness of the constructed ontology already has strong potential to
fulfil the detailed needs of a pedestrian navigator that have been emphasised in the previous studies in urban environments (Corona and Winter,
2001; Paepen and Engelen, 2006).
The modelling of the seasonal and time-of-day conditions with object
properties and defined classes in the created landmark ontology makes it
possible to implement adaptive navigation applications to provide seasonand time-of-day -specific route instructions for hikers. The formulation of
object properties required careful design in order to transfer the empirically acquired knowledge of particular landmarks in different conditions
into a reliable set of rules for selecting landmarks. Creating such a rule
set was found to be application-specific: the object properties in the final comprehensive ontology needed to be reformulated from those used
in the first version of the ontology targeted at seasonal and locomotional
variation.
The construction of the formal landmark ontology illustrated a bottomup procedure to create an empirically justified knowledge structure to be
used in geospatial applications. This way, the procedure links the research on spatial cognition to the applied geoinformatic engineering and
provides a potential foundation for the development of knowledge-based
applications (Sarjakoski, Koivula and Sarjakoski, 2007a). In future, such
applications should be built and the usefulness of the constructed landmark ontology tested using the methods of the usability research.

5.1.3

Landmark recall in nature

The measures of landmark recall gave unexpectedly similar results between both studies and between all the conditions, although the routes
were different between the studies, and although the route traversal
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thinking aloud gave differing results between the conditions (Pubs. I, II).
The participants in both studies drew sketch maps with highly similar landmark group frequencies, focusing on “Passages” and “Structures”
over other groups. Numerous “Passages” landmarks were drawn because
of their role in structuring the information of route-like sketch maps
but their high frequency originated also from the segment-wise counting method. Purely feature-based counting without the consideration of
passage segments would have resulted in lower frequencies of “Passage”
landmarks, but this would have been misleading because, according to the
experimenter’s observations, the participants conceptualised paths and
roads as segments. As for the “Structures” landmarks, the salience in
nature seemingly made participants readily recall them for sketch maps.
The similarity of sketch maps between conditions was so high that no
significant differences occurred at all in landmark group frequencies between conditions in the two studies (Pubs. I, II). Structural characteristics
of route-like sketch maps and easy recall of some landmark groups, due
to dominant salience in nature, partially explain the similarity. Some
degree of that similarity, possibly affected by landmark ontologies in common maps, may also originate from people’s conceptions on what should
be drawn on sketch maps. This assumption is supported by the video
recordings of the map drawing, according to which several participants
chose not to draw some recalled landmarks, often belonging to the “Land
cover” and “Landforms” landmark groups, on the sketch maps. The participants may also have found some features difficult to draw and thus
omitted them.
In the photo recognition task of the time-of-day study, both condition
groups recalled landmarks clearly above the chance level and there were
no differences in the landmark recall accuracy between day and night.
The selection of clearly identifiable scenes may have influenced that recall
performance, but, still, sole landmark recall performance does not explain
the similarity of landmark group frequencies in sketch maps contrary to
the differences in the landmark perception. The analysis of photo recognition can be made more precise in future by, for example, investigating
the recognition accuracy of landmark groups in the photos.
Since significant differences were found between conditions in the perception task but none in the recall tasks, comparisons between tasks resulted in significant differences in all the conditions (Pubs. I, II). The high
importances of “Passages” and “Structures” on the sketch maps was verified by statistical significances. Small point-like features in the “Trees
and parts of trees”, “Signs” and “Rocks” were drawn significantly less frequently on the sketch maps than mentioned during the thinking aloud,
which reflects difficult recall and probably also consideration of lesser significance attributed to these landmark groups for sketch maps.
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The results from the landmark recall tasks show that people remember
and memorise landmark concepts with frequencies that are different from
what they perceive. Conscious and unconscious selection of landmarks for
long-term memory focuses on perceptionally salient and otherwise presumably important landmark groups that seem to be similar between individuals, even despite remarkably differing environmental conditions.
However, the recalled landmark groups may not be the most efficient to
use in navigation situations, as previously shown by, for example, Passini
(1984). Therefore, the construction of navigation applications should concentrate on landmark types known to be readily perceived in nature, as
in the route traversal tasks of the present studies.
Previous route description studies have extensively addressed the recall
of landmarks (e.g. Montello et al., 1994; Denis, 1997; Lovelace et al., 1999;
Daniel and Denis, 2004; Brosset et al., 2008), but the recall of landmark
types has not been studied in comparison to perception. The findings of
the present study contribute to the research of landmark recall in the
disciplines of spatial cognition and geoinformatics by increasing the understanding of route conceptions that people carry in their memory and
use to communicate route descriptions to others.
The collected sketch maps could be further investigated with methods
accessing the spatial correctness and the use of individual landmarks
participant-wise and in different conditions. More precise comparison of
the sketch maps and think-aloud recordings could reveal additional factors and relationships that affect the landmark recall in nature.

5.2

Geo-image studies

Geo-image studies investigated the factors of acquisition of spatial knowledge from geospatial images for pedestrian wayfinding, with a particular focus on the presentation of vertical features and ground elevation.
An evaluation framework based on the literature review allowed for the
identification of supportive wayfinding factors and their realisations in
common geo-image types, kind of which have been lacking in literature
although the variety of wide-coverage geo-images has recently considerably increased. The development of an oblique parallel view investigated
the factors of cartographically motivated three-dimensional terrain rendering, and the eye-tracking study evaluated a similarly designed map
image together with more common two-dimensional methods of visualising elevation. The ensemble of geo-image studies highlighted the importance of vertical and elevation features in geo-images for wayfinding and
the need to carefully design their visualisation.
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Geo-image evaluation study

The literature-based evaluation framework gathered together theoretical and empirical knowledge about the supportive factors of geospatial
images for wayfinding and provided heuristics for evaluating pedestrian
wayfinding support in geo-images (Publ. V). Such overviews have been
lacking in the literature despite the importance of geo-images for the acquisition of spatial knowledge in different use cases, most evidently in the
initial exploration of unfamiliar environments. Vertical and elevation information in geo-images was found central for the wayfinding support, so
much so that it was considered in two of the three image parameters in
the evaluation framework.
The evaluation of common geo-image types showed that the support for
the acquisition of the landmark, route and configuration types of spatial
knowledge varies significantly between images, depending on the selected
image parameters (Publ. V). Landmark knowledge is the core of spatial
knowledge of the environment (Siegel and White, 1975; Presson and Montello, 1988; Denis, 1997; Montello, 1998), and its communication is central
for wayfinding. The strongest wayfinding support was found in the image
types that represent three-dimensional data using the aerial oblique vantage point because this combination favours the simultaneous acquisition
of information about the overall structure, route segments and landmark
details in the environment. However, other kinds of geo-images, such as
panoramic street views for the landmark knowledge, may be more useful
for acquiring one particular knowledge type.
The conducted literature review revealed that many recent kinds of geoimages lack published experimental studies addressing their cognitive
characteristics and usability in wayfinding (also in other use situations;
Publ. V). The research on spatial cognition and geoinformatic sciences
should carry out experimental studies with these geo-images in order to
emphasise their characteristics and advance their development based on
the users’ needs.
The present evaluation was restricted to static geo-images in the environmental scale and could be extended to include moving views that introduce additional cognitive factors such as optic flow (Plesa and Cartwright,
2008) and perception of distance from movement (Buchner and JansenOsmann, 2008). Interactive and adaptive views with such common functionalities as pan and zoom could also be included as these kinds of views
have been found to have considerable effects on wayfinding performance
(Richter, Dara-Abrams and Raubal, 2010; Richter, Peters, Kuhnmünch
and Schmid, 2008; Schmid, Kuntzsch, Winter, Kazerani and Preisig,
2010). These extensions would create further beneficial links between
the research of spatial cognition and geoinformatic sciences.
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5.2.2

Elevation visualisation studies

Once the importance of elevation was found high for the wayfinding support in geo-images, the analyses of different elevation visualisations provided understanding on how elevation data can be rendered visual in an
easily readable and visually pleasing manner. The development of an
experimental oblique parallel view contributed to identifying convenient
rendering parameters for producing a cartographically motivated threedimensional map (Publ. VI). The parameters were found to be highly dependent on the terrain under visualisation. The eye-tracking evaluation
showed the development of such a 3D map to be challenging: compared
to more common two-dimensional visualisations, the participants spent
much more time with and targeted more fixations of eye movements at
the oblique parallel view during the tasks, which indicated high cognitive
load while watching the view (Publ. VII). The triangular grid probably
caused a large extent of the complexity of the oblique parallel view due
to increasing highly salient visual clutter to the view (Rosenholtz et al.,
2007; Fabrikant et al., 2010). Similar increase in the number of fixations as a function of map complexity has been observed also previously
(Brodersen et al., 2001; Hegarty et al., 2012).
The profiles of fixation durations and saccade amplitudes among the
tasks in the eye-tracking experiment differed considerably for the oblique
parallel view from the contour line and relief-shading visualisations that
resembled each other (relief shading appeared to provide greater ease
of looking; Publ. VII). The oblique parallel view performed best in the
area and route selection tasks in which the users freely explored the area,
whereas the visual search appeared to be difficult from the oblique view.
The triangular grid may have caused the difficulty of visual search because it functioned as an inhomogeneous distractor for the search target
(Wolfe, 1994). The oblique parallel view should be further developed and
its strong relief impression experimented with in order to fully address its
usability in visualising elevation.
The eye tracking was found a promising method for evaluating the legibility of maps, but the low amount of previous studies and the lacking
understanding of the analysis of results in the case of such detailed images as maps calls for more studies concentrating on these topics.

5.3

Application of methods

The presented studies required application of methods for investigating the contents of thinking aloud, sketch maps and spatio-cognitive aspects of geospatial images. Brief discussions about the discovered challenges and found solutions are presented in the following subsections
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(Sects. 5.3.1–5.3.3). The ontological formalisation of empirical results on
landmarks and evaluation of the wayfinding support in geo-images have
already been discussed earlier in this section (Sects. 5.1.2, 5.2.1, respectively).

5.3.1

Think-aloud assignments

The effects of different assignments for the thinking aloud in the route
traversal tasks were assessed qualitatively. The open, description-calling
assignment in the season study made participants often lose focus on the
task, resulting in a high number of commentaries as measured by the classification of propositions (Pubs. II–IV). The modified assignments in the
time-of-day study that focused on memorising, resulted in a more concentrated thinking aloud (Publ. I). According to the researchers’ qualitative
observations, the memorising for another person in comparison to oneself
led to more reasoned think-aloud descriptions with more salient and easily recognisable landmarks, although this could not be verified with the
used methods. The answers from the participants to the question about
task differences suggested similar change in the production of route description. Interestingly, a higher proportion of the participants reported
an effect of the task to the description in the night than in the day condition. The dark night may have made the participants more attentive to
the task and environment, due to more unconstrained and global processing style (Steidle, Werth and Hanke, 2011).
The present studies confirmed the previously stated fact that the task
and assignment have much impact on the results of route description
studies (Ericsson and Simon, 1998; Boren and Ramey, 2000). Tasks and
assignments must be carefully considered in the preparation of future
studies using similar kinds of methods.

5.3.2

Natural language processing for think-aloud data

The natural language processing of the think-aloud protocols produced illustrative quantitative data on the frequencies of landmark concepts and
groups in the route traversal tasks and allowed for statistical comparisons among and between conditions and with the landmark frequencies
in the sketch maps (Pubs. I, II, IV). However, the results are based on
straightforward word counts and may contain several mentions of individual landmarks, which may have caused some redundancy in the counts
and slight inaccuracy in the results. The use of relative frequencies in
comparisons reduced the effect of redundancy since the participants were
likely to mention each individual landmark, on average equally often in
the lengthy protocols. The inaccuracy decreases further as a consequence
of the summation over each landmark concept and group count in the pro-
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tocols. The ambiguity of natural language may have caused omission of a
few inflected landmark words and inclusion of a few non-landmark words
in the counts, but these should not be numerous enough to change the
overall results.
The identification of the landmark concepts for counting was central
in the natural language processing and demanded careful consideration
of the concept of a landmark as well as the synonyms for landmarks by
the researcher group (Pubs. I–IV). Although the season study resulted in
quite a comprehensive set of landmarks in nature, the time-of-day study
introduced several new landmarks and synonyms, and the identification
work had to be repeated. Comprehensiveness of the landmark set could
be further increased with more studies and participants. Nevertheless,
the most central landmarks for pedestrians in Nordic-like forested nature
were certainly identified in these studies.
In addition to the accuracy issues of the natural language processing, a
central methodological question of the present study is how well the concurrent think-aloud data measures human perception of landmarks. Concurrency (Nisbett and Wilson, 1977; Smagorinsky, 1998) is an improbable
problem for the present study because the think-aloud tasks were clearly
instructed, trained and undisrupted (Ericsson and Simon, 1998; Boren
and Ramey, 2000). However, it is worth elaborating on how complete the
collected data is, that is, how representative the concurrent think-aloud
data is in relation to the people’s true behavioural perception. The nature
is full of different kinds of features that people are unable to comprehensively perceive and mention while thinking aloud. However, people
are likely to mention those features that truly are perceptionally salient
and that they consider important for the conception of the route—in effect, people probably select the most appropriate landmarks for thinking
aloud. Consequently, the acquired think-aloud data is appropriate and
reliable in regard to the research questions of the present study and most
probably lead to trustworthy and valuable results.

5.3.3

Sketch-map analysis using landmark counting

Landmark counts from the sketch maps were straightforward to perform
thanks to the ready-made landmark group classifications based on the
think-aloud protocols (Pubs. I, II). However, independent counts of two
researchers were necessary in order to harmonise the counts and thus increase the objectivity of the analysis. Continuous features appeared to
be the problematic part of the counts and caused almost all of the harmonisation needs between the two researchers for such landmarks as
paths, rivers and vegetation patterns. Segment-wise counts were eventually found the most appropriate solution. Overall, the similarity of sketch
maps between all the four conditions in the two studies suggested them
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not to be the optimal measure for the landmark recall performance, although some reliable conclusions could be drawn: the video recordings
verified that it is not only recall performance that affects the free sketchmap drawing on a blank paper. Sketch maps seem better suited for assessing the conceptions of the recalled routes, as was also found previously
(e.g. Tversky and Lee, 1999; Lohmann, 2011).
In the present study, the video recordings of the sketch-map drawing
were employed for checking the types of unclear drawings and for qualitative observations. Video-based analysis of the sketch maps could be
extended to cover the order of drawing of landmarks in order to further
itemise the importance of landmarks in the conception of a nature trail.

5.4

General conclusions

The nature trail and geo-image studies of the present dissertation address the potential of applying the knowledge and methods of cognitive
science about spatial cognition on the design and development of geospatial applications for wayfinding. The nature trail studies consider the
internal geospatial representations from direct experience by investigating the perception and recall of landmarks in nature, whereas the geoimage studies consider the external geospatial presentations in the form
of images by investigating the properties of geo-images to transfer spatial
knowledge for the wayfinders’ needs. The nature trail studies resulted
in an increased understanding about types of landmarks that are readily
perceived in nature in different seasonal and time-of-day conditions. This
understanding and consequent recommendations of useful landmarks can
be implemented in geospatial applications utilising, for example, the constructed formal application ontology of landmarks for hiking in nature.
The geo-image studies identified the image parameters that centrally affect the support of geo-images for wayfinding, evaluated commonly used
geo-images using the formulated framework and experimented with elevation visualisations through a rendering trial and an eye-tracking study.
The acquired knowledge can be applied for the design of geo-images, particularly maps, and also for pointing out future research topics for geoimages.
The studies of the present dissertation aim at exploiting the knowledge and methods of the spatial cognition research to improve geospatial
wayfinding applications (Sect. 1.3). The studies led to results that can
be integrated in the design of geospatial wayfinding applications. For example, a wayfinding map for a nature trail together with explicit route
directions for guiding a hiker could be designed according to these results. Particularly, the importance of vertical features for wayfinding is
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confirmed in both studies, and ground elevation found an element that
requires careful design of visualisation.
Answers found for the present explicit research questions are briefly
summarised in the following:
1. How important a role do landmarks play in perception of routes in nature?
Landmarks are a key element of route perception in nature and people build route perception on landmarks, which confirms the respective
a priori hypothesis (for the RQ 1). The importance in nature is even
higher than in urban environments due to the similarity of features in
nature;
2. What kinds of landmarks do people perceive while walking along a route
in nature and how frequently?
“Structures” is the most readily perceived group of landmarks followed
by “Passages” and “Waters”, but other groups contain important landmark concepts, too. The particularly highlighted landmark concepts in
the present studies were “road”, “fallen tree”, “route mark”, “footpath”
and “bridge”;
3. Using what kinds of landmarks do people conceptualise a route in nature after traversal?
The “Passages” and “Structures” landmark groups form the frame of
route conception in memory, and other kinds of landmarks are included
more occasionally;
4. How do changes in season and time of day affect the perception and
recall of landmarks along a route in nature?
Season and time of day cause differences in the perception of landmarks
due to snow cover, changes in vegetation and darkness, but recall is
very similar between the conditions. People conceptualise nature trails
surprisingly similarly independent of conditions;
5. What kinds of composition in geospatial images particularly support
wayfinding?
Aerial oblique vantage point together with high number of visible vertical features provides the best support for the acquisition of spatial
wayfinding knowledge from geo-images.

Oblique aerial photos and

oblique 3D drawings provide the best overall support, but other geoimage types can be more supportive for particular types of spatial
knowledge;
6. How important are vertical and elevation information in geospatial images for wayfinding?
Vertical and elevation information play an essential role for wayfinding
support in geo-images, which confirms the respective a priori hypothesis
(for the RQ 6). Vertical features provide core landmark knowledge and
elevation information importantly contributes to building up the config-
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uration knowledge of the environment for route planning and navigation; and
7. What kinds of elevation visualisations do people most readily interpret
on maps?
Relief shading is a highly effective visualisation method for elevations
with higher ease for looking and interpreting compared to contour lines
and the developed 3D map based on the oblique parallel projection. The
oblique parallel projection has potential to provide support particularly
in map exploration tasks.
The application of methods of the spatial cognition research in the
present studies led to the discovery and solutions of challenges related to
task assignments and data analysis. The application of the natural language processing method for analysing think-aloud protocols is the most
important methodological effort in the dissertation. This could be applied
also in further studies and could promote automation of data analysis in
the think-aloud studies. The formalisation of empirical results on landmarks using ontological modelling interlinks the perceptional research to
the application development in geoinformatic engineering. The evaluation of wayfinding support in geo-images provides a framework to study
the cognitive characteristics of geospatial images. The resolved challenges
with the think-aloud assignments and landmark counts on sketch maps
show the ambiguity in interpreting these empirical data.

5.5

Future research

The present dissertation answers the research questions set and contributes to the research on spatial cognition in geoinformatics and cartography, but many questions that should be targets of more studies in
the future were identified and remain unanswered.
The presented nature trail studies provide basic understanding about
the readily perceived landmarks under varying conditions in nature, but
further studies are needed in order to verify these findings and to consider different kinds of environments. In particular, there is a shortcoming of experimental studies on landmarks in urban environments at
night. The application in the presented studies of the natural language
processing method for analysing concurrent think-aloud protocols could
be employed in further studies. More exact behavioural methods, such
as mobile eye tracking (see, e.g. Kiefer, Staub and Raubal, 2012), could
also be considered in order to improve the accuracy and reliability of the
results. The saliency factors of landmarks in nature should be addressed
in more detail. Furthermore, the landmark ontology constructed based on
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the present studies could be implemented in geospatial applications and
usability tests carried out in order to verify its validity.
The recall of landmarks in the presented studies could be analysed further by considering the locations of landmarks on the drawn sketch maps.
The locational analysis could reveal differences in the recall between conditions, although the relative frequencies of the landmark groups did not
differ. The photo recognition task could also be analysed further with regard to the landmark groups in order to discover recall differences. Overall, further studies on the recall of landmarks in varying environments
and conditions, such as nightly urban environment, would be useful for
developing the usability of geospatial wayfinding applications.
Personal differences in the perception and recall of landmarks is another topic of research for future. Indications of such differences were
found in the present studies but more targeted studies should be carried
out. This could further prepare a basis for geospatial wayfinding applications that are capable of adapting to different conditions according to
users’ characteristics and preferences (see, e.g. Andersen, Dahmani, Konishi and Bohbot, 2012; Sarjakoski and Sarjakoski, 2007).
The geo-image studies reveal a lack of experimental studies on the acquisition of spatial knowledge from different kinds of geo-images, particularly from street views, oblique aerial photos and oblique 3D drawings.
Such studies could considerably help in making these geo-images more
useful for wayfinding. In the present studies, eye tracking proves to be a
useful method for analysing visual design and legibility of maps and could
be employed for spatial knowledge studies in future. The presented evaluation of geo-images could be extended to moving, interactive and adaptive views that are commonly used in current wayfinding applications but
have not been thoroughly studied with regard to their characteristics in
transferring spatial knowledge.
In addition, the oblique parallel view rendered in the geo-image studies should be further developed in order to fully benefit from the advantages of the oblique parallel projection. Also, further modern eye-tracking
studies are needed for itemising the functioning of different elements in
cartographic visualisations.
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6. Summary

Geospatial applications, such as maps and navigators, have been mostly
designed and developed based on professional expertise of surveying, cartography and geoinformatic engineering, which has often made these applications relatively complex expert tools that many users find difficult to
use. Usability research has successfully tackled the usability problems of
geospatial applications, but research and methods of cognitive science on
spatial cognition have been less applied despite their strong potential to
deal with human thinking processes. The present dissertation addresses
the composition of geospatial applications with regard to landmarks along
nature trails and the rendering choices of geospatial images while leaning
to previous knowledge and methods of spatial cognition research.

Nature trail studies
Nature trail studies addressed the perception and recall of landmarks
along routes in nature in environmental conditions that so far have been
poorly studied. The challenging and temporally changing wayfinding conditions of nature were considered in two studies carried out in summer
(10 participants) and winter (10) seasons as well as in the day (11) and at
night with a headlamp (11). Using the concurrent think-aloud method,
route traversal tasks investigated perception by measuring the frequencies of landmark-related proposition classes as well as landmark concepts
and groups perceived along the routes while walking. Sketch-map drawing tasks investigated the recall after route traversals by counting the
landmark group frequencies in freely-drawn sketch maps.
Landmark-related proposition classes dominated the contents of the
thinking aloud similarly to previous studies in mostly urban environments, which confirmed the importance of landmarks for route conception also in nature. Decision points promoted the use of landmarks due to
the introductions of route alternatives, and, due to more perceptible landmarks, summertime made the participants introduce more landmarkrelated classes than winter. Frequency counts of landmark concepts highlighted conditionally significant landmarks but six landmarks were emphasised in all the conditions: “road”, “fallen tree”, “route mark”, “foot-
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path” and “bridge”. As for landmark groups, “Structures” was found the
most important one, due to the high salience of built features in nature.
“Passages” and “Waters” also gained notable attention in both studies.
Seasons affected landmark perception through snow cover and vegetation changes: “Passages” were perceived more frequently in summer when
visible and “Landforms” in winter when emphasised by the snow surface.
The use of vegetation-related landmark groups indicated that people’s
perception focuses on vegetation patterns in summer and on individual
plants in winter. Times of day affected the perception of “Waters” (more
frequent during the day) and “Rocks” (more frequent at night) because of
the lighting differences between ambient daylight and headlamp spot at
night. Times of day also influenced the use of distant landmarks while
illuminated faraway features were perceived at night and spatially wide
features during the day. In regard to individual landmark concepts, “footpath” was particularly affected by conditional changes due to lost salience
in winter and at night.
Landmark recall was unexpectedly similar in both studies and in all the
conditions according to the measures used, and no significant differences
were found. The sketch maps contained landmark groups in highly similar frequencies, with “Passages” and “Structures” above the other groups.
The participants focused on these two landmark groups, due to their spatial and conceptual framing of the recalled route. The similarity of sketch
maps over all conditions originated from the typical structure of a routelike sketch map and salience of the recalled landmark groups, but the
participants’ conceptions on what should be drawn on sketch maps also affected the drawing. Some common kind of ontology, possibly learned from
common terrain maps, seemed to guide the participants’ choices while
drawing. Photo recognition indicated similar recall performance of landmark scenes independent of the time of day.
The landmark concepts and groups extracted from the route traversal
thinking aloud were used for founding a landmark ontology for hiking in
nature. That ontology was further extended using concepts from map legends and specifications as well as the researchers’ expertise. The creation
of the landmark ontology introduced a bottom-up procedure for formalising empirically justified knowledge from the spatial cognition research
to the geospatial applications of geoinformatic engineering. The result,
a rather comprehensive knowledge structure of landmarks for hiking in
nature, allows for adaptation between conditions.

Geo-image studies
Geo-image studies addressed the factors of acquisition of spatial knowledge from geospatial images for pedestrian wayfinding. The wayfinding
support in geo-images was investigated by creating an evaluation framework based on a compiling literature review about the topic and by eval-
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uating seven common geo-image types using the created framework. Visualisation of elevation was found particularly important and studied by
experimenting with the rendering parameters of a three-dimensional terrain map with an oblique parallel projection and by conducting an eyetracking study on such a map and on two more common two-dimensional
maps.
The geo-image evaluation discovered wide variation in the support for
the acquisition of landmark, route and configuration types of spatial
knowledge between image types, depending on the selected image parameters. Landmark knowledge was identified as the most fundamental factor of the support for wayfinding, and the oblique parallel vantage
point together with a high number of visible vertical features ensure most
efficiently the acquisition of landmark and other knowledge types. Several recent types of geo-images were found to require future experimental
studies related to their cognitive wayfinding characteristics.
The development of an experimental oblique parallel view pointed out
convenient parameters for rendering 3D terrain maps and showed the dependency of parameters on a particular terrain. The eye-tracking evaluation brought up challenges in rendering such a view since the participants
spent much time with and targeted more fixations of eye movements at
the view, probably due to the draped triangular grid. A 2D relief-shaded
map appeared to provide the greatest ease of looking and a high performance in the tasks, but the oblique parallel view performed also well in
the free exploration tasks, and its usability could be studied more. The
eye-tracking method was found promising for evaluating the readability
of maps, and more eye-movement studies should be conducted on map
images.

Final summary
The present dissertation considers the support for wayfinding by route
landmarks in nature and by geospatial images while taking into account
the knowledge and methods of spatial cognition research. The studies
for the dissertation investigated internal geospatial representations acquired from route walking in nature and evaluated external geospatial
representations in the form of geo-images. The achieved results on landmark perception and recall in nature as well as the results on support for
wayfinding by different kinds of geo-images can be integrated into the design of geospatial applications. The particular importance of vertical and
elevation features for pedestrian wayfinding was confirmed and should be
carefully considered in the design. The dissertation also contributes to the
research of spatial cognition in geoinformatics and cartography by providing original results and by assessing the application of the employed
methods of analysis.
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Summary

Several open research questions were identified with regard to landmarks in nature and in relation to usefulness of geo-images for wayfinding that should be considered in future studies. Most prominently, further
and more exact experimental studies of landmark perception and recall in
different environments and conditions are needed, and the acquisition of
spatial knowledge from recent types of geo-images calls for additional experimental research.
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Appendix:
Landmark ontology for hiking in nature

The following pages present graphically all the classes in the formal landmark ontology for hiking in nature that was created for the present dissertation (rendered using OntoGraf in Protégé: Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics Research, 2014). The legend interprets the illustrated
relationships.
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Errata

Publication III
Page 1008 par. 2 row 4 & Page 1008 par. 6 row 4: 79%

should

be

77%.

Publication IV
Page 100 par. 1 row 3 & Page 108 par. 1 row 4 & Page 115 par. 3 row 5:
79% should be 77%.
Page 108 Figure 3: Summer, Entire route: 35% should be 33%; 19%
should be 21%.
Page 109 par. 2 row 12: Statistical numbers lack for the “Action” class:
W = 12, p = 0.003.
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